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NOTES BY THE WAY.
We have had to remind a correspondent that it is our
business to try every way to conquer and beat down the
infidel fear of Hell. We call it ‘infidel’ because the very
breath of its life is want of real faith in God. If all else
fails, we can say what that sunny-hearted old Quaker,
James Buffum, said to the doleful saint who had asked
him—what, after all, if he found himself in hell: ‘ I should
go to work,’ said he, ‘as I have here, and try to improve
the place.’ A truly devout reply !

Once more we are asked the old, old question : ‘ What,
then, does a Spiritualist believe to be the way of salva
tion?’ We are not entitled to speak for others. Spiritu
alists have nd1 creed, and there are among them great
diversities of opinion upon all subjects but the one vital
subject of life beyond the veil. Some are held back by
old, revered beliefs, by long-cherished hopes, by theo
logical prepossessions. But we are convinced that there
is, in Spiritualism, a tendency to broaden outlook and
rationalise opinion on all subjects. This must be so, for the
very simple reason that emphasis upon the supremacy of
the spirit means emphasis upon the deep and abiding
realities. Hence the tendency to part with old theological
conventionalities.
This very strongly applies to the subject of ‘ salvation.’
The true Spiritualist cannot help seeing, in time, that in
salvation there cannot be anything arbitrary; that salva
tion, in fact, is simply separation from evil conditions and
surrender to good.
As regards a special point submitted to us, we prefer to
reply in the words of the good and wise I)r. Arnold:—

In human affairs if we were told of a king who had
resolved to punish some offenders to the utmost rigour of the
law, but who was prevailed on to pardon them because his
son had offered himself to die in their stead ; it is quite clear
that the gratitude, of the men thus pardoned would be
directed, justly, rather to the son than towards the father,
because however near the relationship may be between the
two, and however much the father may suffer in the loss of
his son, yet they cannot be so entirely one but that the
sacrifice of his own life in the one must seem a kindness
more deserving of our gratitude than the forgiving us for
the sake of that sacrifice in the other.
It is a favourite remark of Theosophists that .Jesus (in
John ix. 3) endorsed tho doctrine of rebirth and suffering
as the result of sin in some previous life.
We do not
think this is so.
The disciples, referring to a current
opinion, asked a question, and it is not even clear that
they shared the opinion; and Jesus replied with a nega

tive.

If anything, his reply is a denial of any previous
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existence or sin in any previous life, as careful attention to
the passage will show.
The following sensible thoughts, on early training to
habits of .* elf-control and endurance, are attributed to the
wife of Pythagoras, who wrote them, it is said, in a letter
to a friend :—

I fear you are spoiling your child by caring too sentimen
tally for it. Your intention is to be a good mother ; but, my
dear friend: the first duty of a good mother is, not so much
to give passing happy feelings, as to lead the child to what
lays the foundation for a constant happiness by virtue,—
moderating and conquering, from the beginning, sensuous
desires. Therefore be careful that your love and devotion
does not play the role of flatterer or destroyer, instead of a
builder of its happiness through character. Children, from
first baby-hood allowed unrestricted sensuous enjoyments,
will become unable to resist the temptation of lower pleas
ures, so great in after-life. Your duty is to educate your
children by such means that their natural gifts are not turned
in the wrong direction, which will happen when the desire
for empty pleasure gains the upper hand, by their souls and
bodies becoming accustomed to enjoy only pleasant sensa
tions,—a condition which leads to an excessive effeminacy of
the soul and body, in opposition to moral efforts and labour.
Consequently, nothing is more important than to create
right desires as well as overcome what children dislike,*ei(en
when, for the moment, they may not see the reason, and
their feelings seem wounded ; for no better remedy exists to
free them from the slavery of their own passions of volup
tuousness and aversion than being aroused to work, creating
in them desire and esteem for all that is beautiful and noble.
Therefore, pray, reform the education of your children.
Expose them rather to hunger and thirst, heat and cold, than
leave them without habits of self-denial, self-restraint, and
patience. Any education which is luxurious and effeminate
can produce no other fruit than frivolity and insolence, and
the very opposite of every quality by which a human being
becomes useful to himself and others.

From a friend who is not a pronounced Spiritualist, but
who is very sympathetic, we have received the following:
‘ When I read the many stories nowadays that touch on
Spiritualism, I always wonder whether the authors are
believers. If they are not, I feel that they ought to be, or
to leave the matter alone.’
We very strongly agree, and greatly regret to see the
lengths to which story-writers and even reporters go in
telling lies as truths.
The present-day rage for sensa
tionalism and exaggeration must lead to mischief; and we
a good deal blame the literary dram-drinking of novelrcadiug for it. The old-fashiqned sobriety of reading has
pitiably gone out, and a sort of hysterical tippling has
taken its place.
We specially feel the wrong done to a most serious
subject by pretending in relation to Spiritualism. Let us
have and let us be content with tho simple truth: and, if
the truth must be put in story fashion, let us have it in all
purity and honesty as—the truth.
We commend to some of our scientists the wise remark
of M. Gaston, of Paris:—
_ I adopt absolutely and without any reservation, this doc
trine : that science has no other object than the truth ; the
truth for itself, without any regard to the consequences that
may come in its train, be they good or bad, fortunate or to
be regretted. He who, influenced by a patriotic, religious,
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or even moral motive, permits himself the least dissimulation,
the slightest alteration, in the facts t hat lie is studying, in
the conclusions that he draws from them, is unworthy of a
place in the grand laboratory where integrity is a more indis
pensable requisite for admittance than ability. Looked at in
this wav, the common studies pursued in the same spirit in
all civilised countries, form, above nationalities, restricted,
diverse, and too often hostile, a- grand fatherland which no
war ever defiles, no conqueror threatens, and in which souls
find the refuge and the harmony that the City of God has
given them in other times.

The world is slowly making tho acquaintance of tho
great idea, that ‘thoughts are things.’
Tho following
verse, by Ella Wheeler Wilcox, is a good expression of it,
as bright as it is terse

You never can tell what your thoughts will do
In bringing you hate or love :
For thoughts are things, and their airy wings
Are swifter than carrier doves.
They follow the law of the universe—
Each thing must create its kind ;
And they speed o’er the track to bring you back
Whatever went out from your mind.
NOTES

FROM

FOREIGN

REVIEWS.

Magnetism and Magic.
An admirable article by Dr. Carl du Prel, dealing princi
pally with magnetism, has been published in a widely-read
periodical, the ‘ Wiener Rundschau,’ and is reprinted in the
July and August numbers of the ‘Uebersinnliche Welt.’
Erudite as to historical details, accurate and lucid where
technicalities are concerned, polished and well-constructed
as a literary production, this paper cannot fail to attract the
interested attention of the general public, for whose benefit
it is intended. In odic emanations or radiations, whether
from the human body, or from crystals, metals, medicinal
substances, or, in fact, from any form of matter, Dr. du
Prel sees the solution of past mysteries and the
promise of future revelations.
Mesmer’s ‘ fluid ’- and
Reichenbach’s ‘Od’ were but new words for a natural
agent, the existence and potentialities of which were well
known to the ancients, who have called it by various names.
It is, indeed, nothing else than the ‘Akasa’ of the Hindus,
the ‘ Astral light ’ of the Cabalists, the ‘ ignis subtilissimus ’
of Hippocrates, the ‘ Alkahest ’ of Paracelsus, the ‘quintessent-ia ’ of the Alchemists, the ‘ subtle matter ’ of Descartes,
the ‘spiritus subtilissimus’ of Newton. It offers the key to
all phenomena termed occult or magic ; for the word ‘ magic,’
when stripped from the objectionable meaning it has acquired
during the Middle Ages, merely designates any manifestation
of an unknown law ; ‘ magical ’ effects are produced by the
reactions and interblending of odic influences, and it can
readily be seen that in a true sense some of our up-to-date
investigations belong just as much to the province of
magic as any of the mysterious practices of bygone times.
But we are gradually recognising that we have to deal with
natural forces latent in man himself, and therein lies the
difference between our operations and those of the magian
of the Middle Ages, who was considered as a wonder
worker, and whose miracles were supposed to be obtained
through the agency of angelic or demoniacal beings.
One of the great reasons of Mesmer’s and Reichenbach’s
failure to attract sufficient notice from scientific authorities
to their discovery and their theories is to be found in the
fact that magnetism occupies but an undetermined position
between physics and physiology, and thereby was neglected
on both sides; and Dr. du Prel believes that if its relation
to physics had been ascertained and established before
therapeutic application had been made of it, progress
instead of stagnation would have been the result.
Scientists have unfortunately been, and are still, apt
to overrate the value of their actual achievements and to
underrate future possibilities of development; to entertain
the erroneous notion that all important laws of Nature are
already known; and to think that further progress will
consist but in a more and more extensive grouping of facts
governed by these laws. Yet, in spite of this regrettable
disposition, it is very evident that, from certain quarters, a
fresh impulse has of late been given to scientific research,
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and that feelers are now stretched on every side in I|(
directions.
Dr. du Prel, auguring favourably from q '
hopeful signs, and reviewing exhaustively tho work whic|
has been done and the developments which have take
place since Mesmer and Reichenbach, looks confidently
magnetism as the next field for experiment, which ofllc^i
science itself will be compelled to explore, thus reaching fi1(
region which unavoidably links physical knowledge l
spiritual knowledge, and confirming the truth contained
in neglected and unjustifiably despised ancient learning.
M. M&ric and ‘ Papus.’
In ‘ L’Initiation ’ M. G. Tiersis criticises at lengthpolitely, but unmercifully—the first number of M. Marie’s
‘ Revue du Monde Invisible’; and in an open letter, couched
in his usual concise and dignified phraseology, ‘ Papus ’ himself refutes some of the outrageous allegations directed
against him, and advises M. Meric to adopt better journalistic
methods, to choose his contributors with more discretion,
and especially to avoid offensive references to persons and
societies not sufficiently known to him.
But so far signs of
amendment are wanting in the new ‘ Revue.’ M. Meric, on
the contrary, seems to bear with ill grace the unfavourable
comments and the severe rebukes he has provoked. The
same personal attacks, the same misstatements, the same
inaccuracies are to be found on almost every page. In the
third number we read, for instance, the surprising announce
ment that ‘ Professor and Pastor Hodgson has publicly
declared his full adhesion to spiritualistic doctrines.’ This
is one gem out of many.

Spiritualism

and the

Daily Press.

Mention was made in ‘ Light ’ some time ago of an
important French periodical, the ‘Revue de la France
Moderne,’ which publishes regularly every month a very
intelligent article dealing with psychical research. Our
London Congress, M. d’Odiardi’s biometre, Mr. Gataker’s
divining rod, and some well-known mediums have thus been
introduced to a public which; ordinary Spiritualist publica
tions do not reach. We now learn that a big Parisian daily
‘ La Fronde,’ edited and entirely directed by a committee of
women, is giving, under the title of ‘ Spiritualisme Scientifique,’ a series of able and highly-interesting studies on
the same subject. The writer of these, who signs herself
‘ Thecla,’ is indeed to be congratulated for her good work of
propaganda. ‘ Le Messager ’ has reprinted some of these
articles in part or in their entirety.

Another New Journal.
‘ Lichtstrahlen,’ edited in the German language by Max
Gentzke, and published in West Point, Nebraska, is an
interesting little weekly which has not yet completed its
first year of existence. The few numbers we have received
contain good accounts of curious experiments in psychic
photography, and reproductions of the most remarkable
results obtained are subjoined. Other shorter articles are
also very readable, and a glance at the page for ‘ Announce
ments ’ shows that German Spiritualist societies are
numerous and active in America.
LONDON

SPIRITUALIST ALLIANCE.

SOCIAL GATHERING.
The first of the usual winter gatherings of the Alliance
will take place on Fi‘idayi October 2'lst, when a Social
Meeting of Members and Friends will be held in the
French Drawing Room, St. James’s Hall (entrance from
Piccadilly), at 7 for 7.30 p.m. Admission will be by ticket.
The special object of the meeting will be to afford to the
Members and Associates residing in London and the neigh

bourhood an opportunity for friendly intercourse and the
interchange of thoughts on topics of mutual interest.
Zn accordance with Pule XP. of the Artides of Jsstrm
tion, the stibscriplic/iLs of Members and Assocuites dedal
October 1st will be taken Os for the renuiindcr of (he
year and the whole of
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MR. DUGUID, THE PAINTING MEDIUM.
SEANCE IN ROTHESAY.

By J a meh Coates.
fTho publication of the following narrative has been
*• unavoidably deferred in consequence of the press of Congross matter—Ei>. ‘Licit.’]

We had two sittings with Mr. Duguid recently, and
were thus able, with sonic others, to witness instances of his
unique gifts.
The first seance was held on Saturday evening, May
28th, at 8 p.m., in our dining room, which was roughly pre
pared for the purpose by pulling down the blinds, closing
the shutters, and reducing the gas lights to one jet. A
large symphoniun music-box helped the harmony. There
were twelve persons present, five of whom were strangers
to the investigation of Spiritualism. These were, a reverend
gentleman, who has been for many years a member of the
Society for Psychical Research ; a connoisseur in paintings ;
a London journalist; a married lady; and a single lady.
All others present had sat with Mr. Duguid when he was
last at my house. While naturally wishing to have a good
sitting, we were specially anxious for the new comers.
The sitters were arranged around the seance table in the
following order:—

Mr. Duguid sat at a, with paint-box, <fcc., before him.
Mr. A., a shrewd, earnest investigator, sat- on the medium's
immediate left, at B ; Mr. S., the connoisseur referred to, at
c : the Rev. P. D., of the S.P.R., at d ; the writer at E;
Mrs. Duguid at f ; Mr. David 8. at G; the married lady,
Mrs. H., at h ; the journalist at I; Mr. Duncan McD. at J ;
the young lady at k, and Mrs. Coates at l, on the immediate
right of Mr. Duguid.
When all were seated, I gave a brief outline, for the sake
of the newcomers, of Mr. Duguid’s mediumship, and the
nature of the particular sitting we were holding, with a
few hints as to the conditions to be observed in order, if
possible, to obtain a good stance. During the time the
symphoniun was playing Mr. Duguid passed under the
control of Ruysdael. The control intimated that the light
should be further lowered, and, although it was still good
enough to enable us to see each other distinctly, it was a very
poor light—as the connoisseur remarked—in which either to
mix oil colours or to paint a picture. The medium, in
trance and with eyes closed, proceeded, at twenty minutes
past eight, to arrange his colours, draft his sketch, and
paint. In seventeen minutes he completed a landscape
10 inches by 7| inches—Aberfoyle, we were afterwards
told.
The connoisseur, after carefully scrutinising the
whole proceedings and critically examining the painting,
enthusiastically declared that the colourings were superb,
and that if the painting was backed by the signature of
a well-known artist, it would command one hundred guineas.
Had he not been present, he would not have believed any
man on oath that a painting could be done under the
circumstances.
When the next item was proceeded with it was necessary
to make some further effort to reduce the room to darkness,
but the daylight outside persisted in finding its way into
the room. Tho controls of the medium could not proceed
without greater darkness, and so I got a large folding screen
and placed it between the window and the seance table.
This was not sufficient, so I cut a picture from the wall, and
handed it to Mr. 8. to hold in front of the medium, that it
might keep off' the light from the spot where lay the small
card which was to receive the ‘direct painting.’ As it was,
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the light was not sufficiently excluded, and the four sitters
at B, c, k, and 1, were, owing to this circumstance, able to
see the medium. The rest of us could have seen him, too,
were it not for the picture and frame held by 8. in front of
him. These four sitters, two of whom were non-Spi ritualists
and had never been to a seance before, agree in testifying
that, by whom or by what means the small painting was
finished, it was not done by the medium, who sat with his
hands upon his knees during the whole period. The dark
seance lasted three and a half minutes, during which the
direct painting was done. In addition to the foregoing
testimony to the medium’s bona, Jidet, I may mention the
following facts:—
1. The card selected was the one painted on. Mr. A.
held the piece which was torn off it before the gas was
turned out, and this piece was subsequently found to fit it
exactly. All present could note this.
2. The card was covered with fresh paint, and must have
been done during the time referred to.
3. The painting was a replica of the one done in the
earlier part of the stance by the medium in trance.
4. The medium’s hands, at the request of the control, were
securely tied by me—in St. Andrew’s Cross fashion—with a
silk handkerchief, lent for the purpose by Mr. A., one of
those who sat next the medium.
5. The utter impossibility of anyone entering the room,
to change the card, and none present could have done so.
6. It is opposed to all experience in the painting art, that
a picture and a copy could be painted in the dark.
7. It is most difficult, outside of the hypothesis offered by
Spiritualism, to account for the foregoing phenomena.
The painting itself is a work of art, and is now in the
possession of a Glasgow manufacturer, who will, I am sure,
be pleased to show it to genuine inquirers. The larger
painting is in the possession of Mr. S., in Rothesay, who will
also be delighted to show it.
The remainder of the sitting was mainly taken up with
answering questions by the medium’s controls. Some of
the inquirers were much puzzled over the ‘ we,’ * I,’ and
‘ our medium ’ remarks of the control. The rev. gentleman
wished to satisfy himself of the correctness of the ‘theory
of the sub-conscious self.’ The journalist, whose questions
were veiled in polite sarcasm, wished to know if the medium
or the control spoke English in this life I Another wanted to
know what planets were inhabited, and whether Neptune
was too hot or too cold to bear human life, &c. 1 It is needless
to say, with the exception of some remarks about painting,
which seemed to satisfy the member of the Society for
Psychical Research, for the time, none of the control’s
answers were satisfactory to the questioners.
The medium was much exhausted by this seance. There
is no doubt that the extra effort, in adverse conditions, to
get the small painting done, and the antagonistic mental
atmosphere generally, had much to do with the medium’s
exhaustion.
Upon reflection, one wonders what it is best to do. If
strangers are excluded, how is inquiry to be started and
investigation set on foot 1 Yet if they are admitted, very
often a good seance is spoiled, and the medium and other
sensitive persons present are harassed. One good result of
this seance is that Mr. S., one of the five new sitters, is satis
fied that ‘ there is something in it.’ He has expressed his
determination to ‘ read up ’ and investigate the subject in
the near future.
The next seance was held on Sunday night, at 8 p.m.
It was, however, preceded by some attempts at psychic
photography, which were not successful. To secure better
results in this seance, as far as light and darkness are con
cerned, the sitting was held in the drawing-room, which
could be effectually darkened. Three of the sitters in the
previous gathering were absent. In their place we had a
young lady and gentleman who had been at a former seance
with Mr. Duguid here. The order of the sitters on this
occasion does not call for special notice ; but Mr. A. and
Mrs. Coates sat on either side of the medium as before. Mr.
Duguid passed into trance, commenced painting at 8.15
p.m., and executed a picture of Loch Ridden in twenty
minutes. It was remarkable for the number and variety of
small details which entered into it. It was altogether a fine
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bit of work. We had a tambourine on the table ; the medium
picked this up and painted a small seascape on it. The
former painting is in the possession of Mr. A. and the latter
in ours. The dark seance lasted about four minutes, during
which a miniature oil replica was given of the larger one. In
the dark, spirit lights were seen, and occasional whiffs of
perfume were felt by those present. I nfortunately, when
all seemed going right we had to light up, owing to the
sudden control of the young lady, who, under the influence,
indiscriminately pounded away at Mr. Duguid, and then
finally crossed the room and sat down by the journalist.
Some relative of his was endeavouring to make her
self known to him. It was not a success, for the control
failed to speak, and attempted in pantomime to., make
herself known.
She .finally succeeded in writing,-, an
affectionate message, in which she professed to' be
his niece, telling him she was happy and so was ‘ so and so,’
who were with her. She failed, however, to convince her
uncle, for the message contained nothing which might not
have been thought of by the medium, and the writing was
in her caligraphy. While extending all sympathy under
the circumstances to the young medium, the irruption of
this control practically spoiled the seance. M hat appeared
of most interest was the fact, notwithstanding the excite
ment caused by this control and the rather rough handling
Mr. Duguid got in the dark, that the small or direct
painting was found completed, fresh and wet from the
hands of the unseen artist.
Some questions were put to the medium by one of the
sitters, during which there were two points raised : 1. Was
the intelligence of the control limited by the capacity of the
medium ? 2. Had the control no other information to give
to the world than the commonplaces with which he had
favoured us? To the first the answer in brief was ‘ Yes ’ and
‘No.’ That is to say, the information was given according
to the capacity of the medium, but the matter contained in
the information was frequently beyond both the knowledge
and ability of the medium. To the second question the
reply was that the fact of spirit return was no platitude, but
a matter of demonstration and knowledge and spiritual
philosophy, as distinct from creeds and present-day theology,
and these could not be called commonplaces. Of course all
this was given in the homely Doric of the medium.

TRANSMIGRATION

AND

EVOLUTION.

The question of reincarnation having been raised in con
nection with the late Conference, perhaps a few words on
the scientific and philosophical aspects of the subject, from
one who has given the matter some little attention, may not
be out of place at the present juncture.
I am well aware that this question has long been a bone
of contention amongst Spiritualists, and that it has always
had the effect of raising much heated controversy. In earlier
times, the late William Howitt was one of the most
strenuous opponents of the doctrine of reincarnation : and
some of his articles on the subject, which appeared in the
‘Spiritual Magazine’ about thirty years ago, were more
characterised by vigour of speech than by calmness of judg
ment or soundness of argument. Now, it is quite evident
that, such a frame of mind is not one which tends to the
elucidation of truth. Spiritualists, above all others, should
be able to appreciate the fact that the « priori method is not
the surest way of reaching the truth on any subject what
ever, and that prejudice and passion are but blind guides,
which can only lead towards the ditch. They should also
recognise the fact that it is not a sufficient reply to the
arguments of the Spiritists and Theosophists to charge them
with being obsessed by the spirits of those who formerly
held this ancient philosophy. It is a mere truism,
indeed—but one which we are very apt to forget—to
say that, if we would refute what may seem to us an error,
it is necessary that we should try to understand it,
by means of close study and meditation. In that case,
if we are actuated by a sincere love of the truth, and not by
a love of our own preconceived opinions merely, then the
matter will gradually become clear, truth will separate itself
from error, and the question in all its bearings will stand
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revealed before our mental vision. Then we shall be able t<
show not only where our opponent may have been wr01),
but also how it was that he came to go wrong. Or it Ina ’
happen that we shall discover, to our chagrin, that the ernJr
lies on our side more than on his. For it is clear that a]]
such differences, amongst truth-loving men, arc the result of
misunderstanding. In any case, our sole object as Spirit,
ualists should be the discovery of truth, whether on this
or any other subject. And, therefore, I would ask the
ingenuous reader to divest himself of all prejudice, and to
weigh calmly what is laid before him in the following
remarks.
In the first place, then, it is to be remarked that the
doctrine of the transmigration of souls is based upon the law
of evolution.
Now, it has been proved beyond the possibility of doubt
that man is an evolution from the animal kingdom. That is
a matter which is not now disputed by anyone whose opinion
is of any value whatever.
But while such is the case, I contend that evolution, on a
materialistic basis, such as that involved in the Darwinian
theory, is a complete anomaly.
Mr. Darwin’s theory of
evolution postulates the development of the visible, material
forms of all living beings from some four or five aboriginal
progenitors, owing to the action of natural selection—that,
is, owing to the operation of purely physical causes. This is
an hypothesis which is based simply on the outward
pearances of things, and which, I venture to say, will not
bear one moment’s serious consideration. Indeed, I contend
that it has no basis whatever, either in fact or philosophy.
Thus, if we take the case of the individual man, for
instance, we can discern the operation of the great universal
law of evolution, whereby he goes through his cycle of mani
fested existence, from childhood to youth, from youth to
manhood, and from manhood to old age. But- it must be
perfectly evident, I think—and more especially to the
Spiritualist—that it is not the material body which under
goes evolution; for, during the period of that evolution,
the body has been completely changed several .times, so that
not one particle of the matter which composed the body of
the infant remains in that of the full-grown man. Aet the
man remains the same individual from first, to last, from the
puling infant to the lean and slippered pantaloon with one
foot in the grave. Therefore, it must be evident that the
evolution which is clearly discernible in the case of the
individual man is not an evolution of the material form, but
of that underlying spiritual entity, the self-conscious Ego,
which is the hidden cause of that form. And thus, in my
opinion, it is quite as ridiculous to speak of an evolution of
material bodies as it would be to say that the man’s
clothing is an evolution from the swaddling-bands of the
babe.
Now what is true in this respect as regards the evolution
of the individual man, must be true, likewise, in regard to
the evolution of the animal kingdom regarded as one great
whole. For there is but one law. And Nature being one,
the principles according to which that law operates must be
the same in every department. Consequently, the evolution
which Mr. Darwin clearly discerned in Nature, and which
he sought to explain on a purely materialistic basis, was not
an evolution of material forms, as he supposed, but an
evolution of those spiritual or noumenal entities which are
manifested through these forms. For the outward appirtnl
changes in the physical structure of living beings are simply
the indications of inward and real changes taking place in
those spiritual or noumenal entities which are the cause of
all outward forms.
And thus, seeing that the law of evolution has reference
to the spiritual entities which find a manifestation i"
material forms, I think it must be perfectly evident to die
ingenuous reader that the modern doctrine of evolution15
the exact equivalent of the ancient doctrine of the trail*
migration of souls—with this exception, however, that d>'
former has been entirely perverted, owing to the material1*5111
spirit of the age.
Mr. Darwin claimed that man is descended from am111'1
progenitors. And in proof of this he brought forward n1,1’’facts, chief amongst which was that of the evolution
human embryo, as well as the homological identic
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structure which characterises the whole class of mammalia.
From facts such as these he considered himself justified in
drawing the conclusion that the whole animal kingdom has
been evolved from some four or five progenitors. But Pro
fessor Huxley, who possessed a more logical and philo
sophical mind than that of Mr; Darwin, as well as greater
moral courage, saw clearly that if evolution be true at all
it must be true all the way. He, therefore, carried the
evolution of living creatures back to the ‘primordial
undifferentiated protoplasm,’ and by this means (although
it does not seem to have been observed) he entirely destroyed
Mr. Darwin’s theory of rfesceni. For if it be true—as the
biologist assures us it is—that there has been a gradual
(utcenl, from specks of animated jelly at the foot to man
at the head of the animal kingdom; and if, as we
have shown, the evolution which is thus manifested is one
of spiritual or nouraenal entities, then it must be evident
that the whole animal kingdom is bound together in one
unbroken chain of being, and that the lower animals are
simply the immature or rudimentary forms of entities which
in due season shall find their complete realisation in the high
form of man, who is a microcosm of the great macrocosm ;
or a microscopic repetition of the ‘ Grand Man ’ of Sweden
borg and other mystics.
From these considerations I think it must be clearly
evident that the highest achievement of modern science is
simply a rediscovery of the ancient doctrine of the metem
psychosis—a doctrine which was taught by Pythagoras and
Plato thousands of years ago, as well as by most of the sages of
antiquity. But the scientists of the present day have failed
to realise the full significance of their great discovery
owing to the materialistic veil which has so long obscured
their mental vision. I am much surprised, indeed, that Dr.
Wallace, being a Spiritualist, has not discovered this long
ago. For it seems to me that even Professor Huxley himself
had some faint perception of the truth that transmigration
is the natural corollary of evolution; and I am fully con
vinced that, if it had not been for his dogmatic agnosticism
—as fatal to-freedom of thought as theological dogmatism—
he could not have failed to reach higher views of truth
than he did. Thus, in ‘ Evolution and Ethics,’ speaking of
the doctrine of transmigration, he says :—
‘None but hasty thinkers will reject it on the ground of
inherent absurdity. Like the doctrine of evolution itself,
that of transmigration Zws
roots in the world of reality,
and it may claim such support as the great argument from
analogy is capable of supplying.’
No doubt the ideas which have been thus advanced will
be new to many readers ; but I can confidently ask them to
quietly meditate on the subject, and I am fully persuaded
that the result will be to bring light where previously all
was dim and obscure. In a short paper, such as this, it is
obviously impossible to deal at large with such a subject;
but, for the information of those who take an interest in
such matters, I may say that I have fully developed these
views in two separate works, dealing respectively with the
philosophical basis and the logical outcome of the doctrine
of evolution. These, I hope, will be published at no distant
period.
John Scouller.

The London School of Ethics and Social Philosophy,
Which was founded last year with the object of supplying
students in London with some of the teaching which the
philosophic faculty of a teaching University might be
expected to provide, has arranged courses of lectures for
the coming autumn term on ‘The Psychology of Social
Progress,’ ‘ Elements of Ethics,’ and ‘ Some General Princi
ples of Politics,’ by Mrs. Bernard Bosanquet, Mr. G. E.
Moore, and Mr. G. R. Benson respectively. The lectures
will be given at the Passmore Edwards Settlement, Tavis
tock-place, W.C., by kind permission of the council and
warden. The president of the school is Mr. Bernard Bosan
quet, LL.D., and the vice-presidents »are the Master of
Balliol, Sir Frederick Pollock, Bart-., Professor Henry Sidgwick, and Mr. Leslie Stephen. The term begins October
11th.
TO

CORRESPONDENTS.

‘H.B.,’ ‘ Puzzled,’ ‘ A.U.S.’ and ‘G.W.’—Next week, we hope.

‘THE UNSEEN WORLD.'
Under this heading the London ‘Morning’ recently
published the following strange statement from the pen of
Mr. David Christie Murray :—
Four years ago, within a week or two, I. was travelling
eastward on the Canadian Pacific Railway, and I broke my
journey at night at Revelstoke. For a good many days I
had had the theme of a poem in my mind, and I occupied
the hours of darkness as we wound in and out among the
fastnesses of the great silent hills in fitting a rhymed expres
sion to my thought. From time to time I left the outer
platform of the car, and by the electric light within pencilled
a verse or two, and by the time the stopping-place was
reached the poem was fairly completed. I called it ‘The
Chalice,’ and it appeared months later in the ‘ Speaker,’ and
later still found a place in the pages of a volume of ‘ Tales
in Prose and Verse,’ which was published, I fancy, early in
the present year. One verse of the poem eluded me alto
gether. I could not secure for it the expression I desired,
and when I retired to my gaunt room in the weather-board
hotel, I was still haunted by the inefficiency of its expression.
Now, for the proper understanding of the singular event
which happened, you must know that I had been very much
affected by the early and mournful death of Robert Louis
Stevenson. I had never met him, but he had been good
enough to write to me expressing a warm affection for my
work, and this, from a man whom I reckoned so much my
master, moved me a good deal. When the Stevenson Memorial
meeting was held at Carnegie Hall, in New York, I was
elected to be principal speaker, and in short, my mind had
been full of the man and of the memory of his work. When
I went to bed and put out my candle he was miles away
from my thoughts, and I was wrapped in the contemplation
of the one stubborn verse in my poem. On a sudden, as I
lay with my face to the wall, I was aware, in some strange
way, of a figure behind me. I saw nothing and heard nothing,
but the impression was entirely clear. The figure advanced
with a certain willowy grace—it was as distinct to me as if I
had seen it—reached the chair at the bedside, seemed to
remove the shallow candlestick from chair to table, and to sit
down. Then the face became visible—to my imagination
alone—and I recognised it as that of Robert Louis Steven
son. When you know a face from photography only, it is not
easy for the imagination to set. its features in motion, but
here they sparkled with a bright and affectionate ani
mation. ‘ Now, I’ll tell you what I should do with that verse
if I were writing it.’ There was no sound, and yet the words
were in my mind as clearly as if a voice had spoken them,
and not only that—they had a certain characteristic tone,
an individuality, not to be defined, but real. And then,
without the faintest conscious effort of my own, came this
verse:
‘ With looks like any devil’s grin,
He poured the brewage till it ran
With fetid horror at the brim.
“ Now drink,” he gibed, “ and play the man.”
He reached the chalice forth : it stank
That my soul failed me, and I drank.’
Now, whether that bears anything of Stevenson’s hall-mark
or no, I cannot tell. But the thing happened, and whether
it were a fact or a fancy in its inward essential, it is a fact
from the historical point of view. The mind can play strange
tricks upon itself, as my own experience most abundantly
proves, but if this were one of them it is the strangest I have
known. If I am asked for a profession of faith I have none
to offer. I have not dared to reject belief entirely, and I
have never dared to give it undisputed house room. I am
content to offer the story as a contribution to a theme in
which many thoughtful minds are interested.

Mr. J. J. Morse.—Our country friends have a keen
appreciation of the services this earnest worker has rendered
the movement during twenty-eight years of actual labour
in our cause, for they have elected him as President of the
National Federation Conference for 1899.
Mr. Morse’s
abilities as a presiding officer are well known on both sides
of tho Atlantic. We are glad to see this mark of public
esteem conferred upon one who thoroughly deserves it, and
we congratulate him upon this recognition of his services.
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ANOTHER ‘EXPOSURE.’
That, has happened which we felt sure would happen.
* The Times,’ the heavy, respectable, conservative ‘ Times,’
has led the way in the old, old game, of surrendering as far
as you must, and at the same time swearing you will
never give in. We know it of old: we are used to it,
and we are amused at it.
It happened in ‘Literature,’ ‘The Times” literary
organ, warranted to guide the British Philistine aright;
and the subject announced was, 1 Science and the Ghost
Story.’ That is a clever suggestion. Science, you see, is
one thing: the silly old belief in ghosts is another. The
Psychical Research Society and Mr. Podmore ? By all
means. The London Spiritualist Alliance and Dr. Alfred
Russel Wallace ? Bosh!
We are sorry to say ‘Bosh,’ and took up our knife to
erase it, but it so clearly condenses what ‘ The Times ’
says to us that we let it stand. For what ‘The Times’
does is this:—it begins with the words, ‘ Sir William
Crookes’ declarations at the meeting of the British
Association on the subject of psychical research,’ and it
ends with the most violent and impudent attack upon
Spiritualists, and yet contrives to keep Sir William
Crookes on its own side. How does it manage it? By a
trick,—no, let us say, by an economy, very well known in
‘The Times’ office. It selects the fragment it wants, and
leaves all the rest out. Thus, Sir William Crookes frankly
and strongly endorsed his book recording his experiences
with spirit-people, and pointedly declared that these
experiences carried with them the inference that, behind
the phenomena, there was intelligence at work other
than the intelligence of ordinary mortals. In short, he
fully endorsed the testimony of Spiritualism. But ‘ Litera
ture ’ simply ignores all that, picks out one short
paragraph about a method of inquiry which it endorses,
assumes agreement with Sir William Crookes and Science,
and then proceeds to positively rave against the fools who
believe in ghosts.
Has this sharp practitioner read the book to which Sir
William Crookes referred, and which he warmly endorsed ?
If so, he knows perfectly well that the President of the
Psychical Research Society might just as well be the
President of the London Spiritualist Alliance,—and with
even more reason, we beg leave to say. And yet this
writer says that ‘ nothing has more wholly contra
vened the maxims of Sir William Crookes, quoted
above, than modern Spiritualism.' Now we see the
beautiful adroitness of this writer. He first avoids Sir
William Crookes’ endorsement of his old Spiritualist
studies and conclusions, he then puts in front of all a
harmless declaration as to the right methods of inquiry,
and finally uses that to stab Sir William Crookes’ fellow
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believers. Was this merely sharp practice, or was it, afle
all, a sly way of attacking Sir William Crookes! ()U1
own opinion is that it was just sharp practice, unless it
was shocr ignorance or inattention. This hist view is sn».
gested by the fact that this writer assorts that Sir William
Crookes’ declarations at Tho British Association ‘ did not
really go much beyond a suggestion of some possible
material oxplanation of all that is included under the
term “ telepathy,” and an insistence upon a purely scientific
and experimental study of similar strange phenomena.’
But this, though vague enough to cover almost anything,
if the necessity arose, is plain enough to make manifest the
trick of ‘ The Times ’ in its effort to hold by Crookes and
to punish us.
We do not care to dispute the statement that the study
of these ‘strange phenomena,’ which ‘most intelligent
persons are now beginning to recognise,’ 1 is due to nothing
so much as to the investigations of the Society for Psychical
Research.’ He would be a small-minded disciple who could
envy another the following of his master, and the doing of
his work. It is as true as ever it was, that he who is
not against us is for us. But history is history, and we
avow our opinion that there would have been no Psychical
Research if there had been none of the patient and derided
experiments and experiences at which ‘The Times’now
laughs; just as it has laughed, be it remembered, at
psychical research. But this writer is evidently one of
those ‘ intelligent persons (who) are now /w/inniiiy to
recognise ’—at least the half-way house. But what is the
good of a public writer who only comes in with news when
most people know all about it 1 what is the use of a hig
organ which only thunders out the tune whistled by the
very boys in the street?
We look in vain through these four columns of
solemn nonsense for one inspiring thought, one guiding
hope, one encouraging word. This and that have been
made respectable by recognised persons or authorities
Very well. Pass in and mind how you behave. The rest
have no endorsements. Jump on them ' That sums up
the policy and behaviour of this mighty public teacher!
There are a few common-place echoes of such phrases as‘ remarkable experiments which seem to support the theory
that the essential qualities of a psychical process do not
require the co-existence of consciousness,’ and ‘amongst
the functions of the nervous system one of the most
important parts is played by this unconscious intelligence.'
There, is a violent attack upon Mr. Stead and upon bis
‘Julia’ letters. There is an airy assertion that the public
interest in ‘ghosts and supernatural phenomena generally
is fading away. And that is all, with one exception: anil
upon that we have a final word to say.
1 The Times,’ we admit, is representative of a very
large class of respectable persons in this country; ami
amongst journalists it is also a representative in the first
rank.
It socially supports the upper classes, the
aristocrats, the millionaires and the masters; and, in
literature, it is at the head of journalism. What would it
say if we declared, and in offensive language, that
aristocrats, monied people and masters were all sweated
or wastrels, and that the hacks of Fleet-street and Printing
House-square got their inspiration from gin ? But that
would only be on a level with the attack of ‘The Times
upon modern Spiritualism and mediums. We will nd
quote its vulgar insults and its grossly unjust descriptionThey evidently spring from ignorance, prejudice an!
passion. We believe the truth is that, hav ing to give in I"
Sir William Crookes and The British Association, it »J’
tempted to take it out of us. Wo do not. much mind|{
but ‘The Tinies ' ought to mind it: for the future is "i1us, and there will be a startling and amusing judgim'"1
day.
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SPIRITUALISM IN ALL LANDS AND TIMESBy J. M. Peebles, MJ).
for the Internet ionol (Jongre&e held in London,
June 19-24, 1898.
‘I exist as I am, that is enough.
If no other in the world be aware, I sit content,
And if each and all be aware, 1 sit content.’
— Walt Whitman.
Consciously do I feel that this life, with all its shadows
and struggles, is really worth the living. And such, I think,
is the general testimony of human experience. During
many wanderings in savage, semi-civilised, and enlightened
lands, I have seen a thousand smiles for a single tear, and I
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have heard ten thousand merry peals of laughter for a
single groan of suffering. Surely, God is good I
But if death, as the atheist and agnostic contend, ‘ends
all,’ then this life is little more than a tempest-tossed,
tantalising dream. If men rich in possibilities become, in
dying, only dust and drifting gases, then hope, sympathy,
aspiration for immortality, and all the soul’s transcendent
attributes are nothing but heartless, pitiless mockeries.
This world is of very little importance unless there is
another and a higher with equal opportunities and vastly
better facilities for unfold men t—another world, or worlds,
to look forward to in the future. And the word ‘future’
implies faith. The inspired soul feeds in a measure upon
faith. It is faith in Infinite Wisdom, in Nature’s laws, and
faith in man, that moves the wheels of enterprise. And it
is faith in a future existence that during all the ancient
ages gave energy and public spirit to earth’s teeming
millions.
Navigators sailing, Columbus-like, under the inspiration
of a lofty faith have discovered new islands and continents.
Hardy toilers plough and sow and plant in a trusting faith
that the sun will shine and the harvests come in due season.
Tradesmen transact business with a confiding faith in their
fellow-men. Faith is an all-inspiring force in the interna
tional relations of foreign commerce and in all the higher
walks of social and intellectual life. Faith in the great,
throbbing heart of humanity is sublime, and faith in God the tender, loving, ‘Our Father who art in Heaven’- is the
divinest, most restful, satisfying emotion of the human
soul.
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But man cannot live by faith alone, any more than by
bread alone. Faith, while the substance of things hoped for,
looks towards the mountain-top of the ideal and cries for
light—more light. ‘ Add,’ said the apostle, ‘ to your faith
knowledge.’ This he himself personally did, exclaiming,
‘ For we jtoww that if this our earthly house were dissolved,
we have a house not made with hands eternal in the
heavens.’ With the true Spiritualist, as with the great
Gentile apostle, faith buds and blossoms, and has its
fruition in the absolute knowledge of a future conscious
existence.
How did Paul know ‘ of a house not made with hands in
the heavens,’ or of those higher spheres of immortality ? He
knew because he had visions, because he was caught up to
the third heaven, and because when entranced he heard a
voice—a spirit speaking to him out from the unseen depths.
In brief, he knew of a future existence in the heavens
because he was a Spiritualist—a spiritualistic medium. The
disciples were all mediums. That is the reason why Jesus
selected them. His clairvoyant eye saw in them the
outputting potencies of marvellous spiiitual gifts. This
period in Jewish history was the opening of a new cycle—a
new and more spiritual dispensation.
‘ God sends His teachers unto every age,
To every clime and race of men.’
•Spiritualism in some form has obtained through all the
ages and among all races. When a maiden died among the
Senecas of the North American Indians, the heart-stricken
mourners imprisoned a young bird until it began to sing ;
then, loading it with caresses and loving messages, they
released it over the maiden’s grave, bidding it not to fold
its wings nor close its eyes until it had reached ‘ the happy
hunting-grounds ’ of heaven; and then, fasting in silence
under some mossy rock or moaning pine for three days,
these sad-hearted Indians expected responses from the loved
ones by dreams or visions, or in the low murmuring songs of
the night-birds of the forest.
If Spiritualism means simply converse with departed
mortals, then it is as ancient as remotest antiquity. Pro
fessor Boscawen, the noted archaeologist, says in his ‘ Records
of the Monuments ’: ‘ In dream and visions the primitive
Akkadians no doubt saw, as they declared, the shadowy
forms of departed human beings, which led them to regard
them not as simply vanished, but still existing as shades
in some dark, far-distant, subterranean place.’ He further
adds : ‘ The inscriptions, as early as B.C. 3800, on the tablets
show belief in ghosts and a worship of a ghost-god, ancestral
ghosts, the nnuj or spirits, the anufuu, the friends they once
knew, sitting upon their thrones as master spirits, or traver
sing the vaporous under-world, hailing each new-comer with
the cry—‘ Didst thou become weak as we, and dost thou
realise life as now do we? Welcome—welcome to our
abodes.’ This is almost the exact phraseology of one of the
lately discovered Babylonian tablets.
I repeat, if Spiritualism means simply belief in converse
with departed mortals, then India’s throbbing three
hundred millions of to-day are Spiritualists. Their whole
religious literature abounds in communications with gods,
devas and piti'is, their departed ancestors. These latter
they propitiate. Every household has its familiars. The
voluminous Sanskrit manuscripts, the Vedas and the
Upanishads, frequently mention the Bhutas, Pritas and
Pisachas—especially the Pritas—as familiar ancestral spirits.
Their sacred books describe their abodes, their obsessing
influences, their general characteristics, and how to avert
their control by mantras and invocations.
During my
several visits to India, I never conversed with an intelligent
Hindoo Pundit who did not believe that the invisible
regions were filled with different gradations of conscious
intelligence, and that certain classes of spirits had the power
to communicate with and infest humanity.
They do not
encourage spirit communications; they fear them. I spent
days in Southern India in casting out demons—that is, in
demagnetising the Hindoo mediums who were obsessed by
undeveloped spirits.
Instead of critically examining these phenomena, as do
Western thinkers and scientists such as Sir William Crookes,
Wallace, Barrett, Hodgson, and other wuw/ts, they shun them.
Aye, worse—they consider medium is tic influences a serious
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family misfortune. Their mind* an* cl<»u<l<*«l ami blockaded
by superstition*. They an* dyed in projudire* derived from
their old, primitive, moth eaten manuscripts, and from the
teAchinv* of the present temple priests. Their literature
remind* one of the Old Test ament wonders and wars nil
Imv k chapter*, a* useless a* the fossils of the Silurian age.
The mMMMMi of India today are not adept* in the ntudyof the
divines! of all bible* Nature and Nature'* law*. They are
almost strangers to Western science ami Western research
ami philosophy. They are utterly unacquainted with the
finer forces, such a* higher biology, tele|»athy, clairvoyance,
clairaudience, hypnotism, trance, and spirit communion in
it* scientific and philosophical aapecta. And yet they rigidly
believe that the dwellers in the itMeen world are constantly,
in some mystic unseen way, influencing the inlmbitant* of
earth.
In ancient Egypt Spiritualism wm the very foundation
for the national religion. Their hierophant* taught the
initiatefl that the soul is immortal, that during several lives
it pasM'd through several xoether zone*, all of which were
processes of purification. Hermes taught that the visible
is but a picture of the invisible world -that this earth was
surrounded by aerial circles of ether, and that in these
ether circles the souls of the dead lived and guarded mortals.
Strabo states that in the temple of Serapis at Canopus
‘great worship was jierformed ami many miraculous works
wrought which the most eminent men believed and prac
tised, while others devoted themselves to the sacred sleep’ that is, the unconscioun trance. The consecrated temple at
Alexandria was still more famous for its oracles, consecrated
•deep, and the healing of invalids.
The philologist Kircher assures us that the Egyptians
field in great veneration certain temples called Serapts, and
consecrated houses over which good demons and genii pre*
sided and watcher] as familiars to guard from danger and
give spiritual advice
Berosus, in transcribing the early legends of Babylonia
and C'haJdea, describes the gods of heaven and the lower
elementaries who were in sympathy with, and often
influented, the inhabitant* of earth both for gcxxi and ill.
They had magical directions for disiMswessing disturbing
demons and for inviting the protection of the good genii—
that is, tlx* more exalted spirit*.
A tablet in the library of Nineveh describe* seven
supreme gods, fifty great gods of heaven and of earth, three
hundred spirits of the lower heavens, and six hundred of
the earth. These latter were invoker] to bring messages
from the invisible shrwe* of immortality.
The master minds of Greece, such as Thales, who lived
some six hundred years B.<., thought that the universe was
peopled with daimons who were the spiritual guides of human
brings and the invisible witnesses of ail their thoughts and
actions. Epimmides, the contemporary of Solon, frequently
received divine revelations from the spiritual heavens.
Zeno declared that tutelary or guardian spirits inspired his
speech and directed his actions. Socrates was constantly
attended, as every reader of history knows, by his demon
guide, with whom he conversed, and whose advice he was
proud to receive and acknowledge.
Apuleius, the Boman historian, assurer! the people that
the souls of men when detMrhed from their bodies and freed
from their physical functions became a species of daimori,
or lemurs, who gratified their beneficence in guarding
individuals, familion, find riti™,
Horner, in the twenty third book of the Iliad, describes
the spirit of Pntroclun ft* ftpffonrinn to Achilles and adjuring
him to bestow the last funeral rites upon the Isxly of his
friend, that he might the nooru-r commiwo his spiritual
advancement. In the eleventh book of the Odyssey, I lysses
is depicted as visiting the underworld regions of the
(Cimmerians, and as conversing with the spirit of lyresias
Elpenor and his own mother, from whom he received most
encouraging tidings.
The poet Hesiod, whose verses were no prized by the old
Greeks that they committed them to memory, thought that
each conscious sou! was a potentialised portion of God, the
*O verson).’ Recognising th** conscious existence of these
souls or -pints, he thought that they were drawn earthward
from the higher regions by the desires of their friends.
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I’lutnrrh informs us (hat. those who asfriretl to he In,
info sympathetic communion with the higher inieiij
of the shallowlaml* were expected to renounce the f.,|j 11 s
the world and to practise a rigorous self denial, H|( M
bring the lower function* and faculties of their naturi . *'•
complete subjection to the spiritual.
Cicero tells us that ths mysteries, which wore *yifa
ally allifsl to spiritual invisible presences, enkindl^i '**
inspired a knowhslge of tlm future life, and made
’”1'1
more pleasant by filling the mind of the dying with
ideas of cheerfulness and resignat ion.
Pythagoras, who visited India, Persia and I'.gypi
who had been initiated into the inner court of Isis,
of the most astonishing mediums of antiquity. His |>syr|
powers were attested by such writers a* Claudius
Porphyry of Tyre, the Greek philosopher, and Jainblja **’
the Neo-Platon is t. Plato, (In? favourite pupil of Koci^'

and prince of philosophers, held precisely t he same ideas in
regard to spirits and their communion with mortals as did
his great teacher. ‘There are,’ he said, ‘daimons, the oooh
of those who have died*; and each human being Im a
particular spirit with him, whose, duty it is to inspire him,
to lx? his tutelary and guiding genius during his mortal life
time; and when the physical life is ended this spirit receives
and accompanies the enfranchised one to its future destiny,
the Elysian Fields of immortality.
The Old and New 'Testaments, tin; Apocrypha, and the
Talmudic writings all abound more or less in angel ininixtriee,
spirit communications, visions, trances, and apparition*.
Minucius Felix, a Roman author (about 198 a.d.), in the
‘ <Ictavius/ chap. 29, writes thus ■ ‘There arc some insincere
and vagrant spirits, degraxled from their heavenly vigour by
• arthly stains and lusts. Now these spirits, after having
lost the simplicity of their nature by being weighed down
and immersed in vices for a solace for their calamities, ww*
not, now that they are ruined themsel ves, to ruin other*:
and being depraved themselves, to infuse into others the
error of their depravity.
The poets know that these spiriu
are demons, and the philosophers discourse! of them. The
Magi also know that they are demons, and that whatever
miracles they affect to perform they do by means of ba/1
demons.
By their aspirations and communications they
show their wondrous tricks, making either those things to
appear which are not, or those things not to apjiour which
are. Of those magicians, the first, both in ekxjuence and in
iteed, is Hosthenes.’
Origen, a wlebratxyl bishop, and one of tin* most learned
and illustrious that graxxxl the early Christian centuri<’,
wrote thus in his ‘ Ge Principlis ’: ‘ What shall we nay of
the Diviners, from whom--' by the working of those spirit

) who have tho mimteryover them answersare given
thoto who oon-a^ Mwm) *M ‘arrfully constructed verse*!
J* persons, Ux», whom they h,n” Magi (magicians) fro* itlv by Invoking demon* over boys of tender years, have
\ Jethem repeat. poetical compositions and give poetical
1,1 nrovbiations which were the admiration and amazement
f all
Now these effects, we suppose, are brought about in
ths following manner. Ah holy and immaculate souls, after
^voting themselves to God, with all affection and purity,
And preserving themselves from the contagion of evil spirits;
aihI purifying themselves by long abstinence, by these
ifiininH they assume a portion of divinity and earn the grace
of prophecy and other divine gifts : the tesult of this is that
they are filled with the working of those spirits to whose
service they have subjected themselves?
This erudite Christian Father, Origen, in writing against,
his atheistic antagonist, Cebu* (200 a.d,), says: ‘(Jehus has
compared the miracles (spiritual manifestations) of Jesus to
the tricks of jugglers and the magic of Egyptians, and there
would indeed Ik, a resemblance between them if Jesus, like
the practitioners of magic arts, had performed His works
only for show or worldly gain.’
Tertullian, another celebrated Christian Father (date
about 200 a.p.), in his ‘ De Hpectaculb,’ writing against the
public shows, says, ‘those who attend them become
accessible to evil spirits,’ and states : ‘ We have the case of
the woman -the Lord Himself is witness who went to the
theatre and came back possessed.’ In the outcast!ng (by
exorcism) accordingly, when the unclean creature was up
braided for having dared to attack a Christian believer, he
firmly replied ; “And, in truth, I did it most righteously,for

I found her in my domain.”’
In his ‘ Apologeticus,’Tertullian, in speaking of obsessing
spirits, says: ‘They disclaim being unclean spirits, which
yet we must hold as being indubitably proved by their
relish for the blood and fumes and feetid carcases of
sacrificial animals, ami even by the vile language of their
ministers (mediums)?
In his celebrated work, ‘De Anima,’ Tertullian further
says : * We had a right to anticipate prophecies ami the
continuance of spiritual gifts, and we are now permitted to
enjoy the gift of a prophetess. There is a sister among us
who possesses the faculty of revelation. Commonly, during
religious service, she falls into a trance, holding then com
munion with the angels, beholding Jesus Himself, hearing
divine mysteries explained, reading the hearts of some
persons, and ad ministering to such as require it. When the
Scriptures are read, or psalms sung, spiritual beings minister
visions to her. We were speaking of the sou) once when
our sister was in the spirit (entranced) ; and, the people
departing, she then communicated to us what she had seen
in her ecstacy, which was afterwards closely inquired into
and teste*!. She declared “she had seen a sou) in bodily
sha|s? which appeared to be a spirit, neither empty nor
formless, but so real and substantial that it might be
touched. It was tender, shining of the colour of the air, but
in everything resembling the human form.” ’
For three hundred years after the ajxjstles, visions,
apparitions, healing gifts and spiritual marvels abounded
in all Christian countries.
Believers in the name of Christ
•■ast out demons, made the lame to walk and the blind to
see. And all along down the centuries to the Jieformation
there were rifts in the clouds, lights from above, and
messages from the invisible world.
(7’o bt ronhniifd.)

Tur. Michigan State Spiritualist. Association has taken
steps to protect the public against mediumhtic frauds.
Hereafter no ‘medium’ will be admitted to the State Asso
ciation who has not been passed upon officially and has
shown powers which are satisfactory.
It is proposed to
extend thia movement to drive the frauds out of the business
by exposing them throughout the country. The plan is te
organise State luwiciation. to wage warfare againat the
imposters.
Paris.— * Lioiit ’ may lie obtained from Mons. Leymario,
12, Hue du Sommcrard.
The Subscription to ‘ LIGHT' Is 10s. 10d. per annum,
post free to any part of the world.

ANOTHER 8EANCE WITH MISS BANGS, OF
CHICAGO.
Mi ms Bangs has had some new phases of mediumship
developed since I witnessed and described the type writing
machine working indeinmdently in her presence in IWft.
Hhe had then been known for some time as a slate writing
medium. Mrs Klosson, uf I*'- Elizabeth street, Chicago, the
ls-st of the many trance mediums I have tested, and whose
independent testimony in this r*wpe*:t enn be accepted as
|s-rf**'tly reliable, tells me that several yearn ago she wemt to
Miss Bangs furas*bnce, purchasing slates at a ‘store’ on
her way. Miss Jiangs, who did not know her pernon/illy, at
ones-, recognised her as a medium, and affirmed that she
(Mis*. Bangs) would lx? able te get g*>od phenomena in the
conditions constituted by the assistance of Mrs. hbmwni’s
own mediumship M iss Bangs then told Mrs. Kkrnson to hang
the parcel containing the two slates U> the gwu-lu-r above
their heads, in the centre of the roofo. 'Die two bvli<*s then
sat down and conversed, Miss Bangs not being entranced.
The s?*an<*e took place in the morning, in full daylight ; the
window being ofS'ii. While sitting on her chair, below, and
not far from, the dates, Mrs. Slosson beard writing occur
within the slates above her head.
When the communication was finished and the slates came
te lx; opened, Mrs. Hlosson found references to personal rela
tions and circumstances with which Miss Bangs could not
jsmsibly be acquainted. The information conveyed regard**!
a relative who was then unwell, and proved ultimately te be
correct.
Mediums are often jealous of each other’s success, It can
but add te Mrs. SJoMon's honourable repute to recognise
that, in giving this testimony, she stands above such narrow
considerations.
Since that period the slate writing lias, however, assumed
a new and more complex form in Mbnt IhuiKu m&diumnhip.
Investigators are instructor! to bring with them, in a closed
envelope, the questions te which they desire replies. A few
sheets of blank papier must also be inserted in the envelope
and on these folded sheets replies te the questions put are
written in ink, inside the unopened envelope, by the
invisible operators. Acting on these instructions, I wrrte
two questions on the ‘Auditorium Hotel’ paper before
leaving the hotel, and enclosed them, with four sheets of
blank paper, in an envelope, which I gummed down (and it
should be noted here that the flaps of American envelopes
are gummed along nearly the whole of their inner edge).
J had te wait some time at Miss Bangs’ for my turn te
come.
A German family from Texas, passing through
Chicago, had come to see what they would get, and were
reading, in the reception-room, the messages obtained in the
above manner. Their satisfaction flowed out in exuberant
demonstrations, and I was called te h**ar all about their lost
child, who had just communicated te them in this wonderful
manner. Their satisfaction was such that they decided to
ask for a ‘picture sAince,’ te s<x* if th*y could get from the
invisibles a portrait of their lost child.
At five in the afternoon rny turn came. The temperature
storxl at over fMxleg.,
window and door were left open.
The younger Miss Bangs and myself took seats at the
opposite sides of a small square table, from which we
removed the doth. I took my envelope containing my
quotums and paper from my pocket, and placed it within
two slates. These slates were then fastened together by two
broad elastic rings being passed ar<mnd them one in each
direction in length and breadth. I
my white pockethandkerchief out on the centre of the table, and laid
the two slates fasten**! together on my pocket-handker
chief, so that they should stand out visibly in dear
relief. A third slab- was then placed loosely over these, and
Miss Bangs and I, from opposite "ides of the table held our
fingers on the edge nearest to us of the upper slate fora
short time, while carrying on a conversation on general
topics, she not bring entranced.
Miss Bangs made a few remarks bearing indirectly on
two of tho questions formulated on the paper within th<cloned envelope, now lying between the slates before ua,
showing that the invisible operators were cognisant <»f their
tonour, and impress**! her in regard thereto. At her, or
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their, request, I wrote out a further question on a small piece
t»f paperaiaHit two inches long and one inch wide, Miss Bangs
turning her hack to me while I wrote. This small piece
I placed on the top of the two closed and fastened
slates without disturbing them, removing the third loose
upper date for that purpose, and then replacing it over the
two lower dates and the piece of pajier lying on them,which
thus became enclosed. Mim Bang* then placed a tom comer
of paper with a few drops of fresh ink on it, on the top of
the upper (third) slate, in full view. We did not replace our
fingers on the *dge of the slates, but left them lying un
touched in the centre of the table, and carried on a conversatioo about other matters for twenty minutes or so, during
which I twice laid my ear in contact with the upper slate,
and heard a scratching sound within.
When the signal was given by three light raps that the
message was finished, I removed the upper slate, and found
that the small piece of paper I had placed below it had dis
appeared. 1 then took the two lower slates and unfastened
the rubber bai:«U. and took out the enclosed gummed-up
envelope and cut it open. HTMi'n it I found the small piece
of paper which I had placed on the top of the upper of
the two fastened slates, and on which paper I had written
a message. The two sheets bearing my written ques
tions remained also within the envelope. But the four
blank sheets which I had placed, folded up in thiee
folds, in the envelope were now covered with writing in a
current, fluent hand, and in ink. Three of these sheets were
written on only on the side which was folded inwards in the
envelope. The fourth was written upon on both sides.
Th*4 subjects dealt with in the questions put and the
repli»-> made arc of minor interest as compared with the
fact of the phenomenon itself. The writer does not pursue
these research*4* for any personal motive; but only to render
public service. The context carries no evidence of a personal
character, therefore, as occurred in the case of Mrs. Sloeson,
and in the case of the Gen nan Mexicans above referred to,
and as would occur when investigators go to such seances
seeking proof of a personal character.
One of the questions put was :—
‘(.’an you tell the names of two French gentlemen who
prflM to send papers to the London Congress on Spirit
ualism wxi who withdrew their promise ; why they did so
and under whose influence ?*
To this was replied :—

My Fbxdd or Earth : We greet you to-day and bring close
to you many friends, but the conditions not being the best at
this hour, what we give to you must be after dictation, as all
spirit friends cannot manipulate the forces leading to these
results independently. Am to y<air inquiry as to the French
gentlemen who promised to send pafters
the London Con
gress on Spiritualism, and withdrew the same, it is not best
that you know the entire secret of this. Yet time will bring
to y<Mi a solution to your perfect satisfaction. It is not the
purpose
frienda from the spirit side of life to unravel
th**e mysteries for mortals that are not always wise for
them to know. There is a limitation in all lines, in spirit
life the same a> on earth. That there was an outside
opposing influence brought to bear, you may be sure.
The other communications were as follows;—

My okak How,— You wonder why I have never communi
cated with you, and I would say through the guiding
influences that I come to you <4ten, always when your
thoughts turn to me; but 1 have never given outward
expression, because 1 have not understood the manipulation
*/f the
nec***vsary U> these results; and U*cause others
always stand near aa administering spirits to convey
thoughts from both sides. I would nave you know that
though 1 journey on in the line of progress in my own
sphere, I have yet the same interest and love, intensified,
and keep silent watch and guardianship over those who yet
remain of the earth sphere. In time, and in accord with
your own spiritual growth, I have much to offer, but always
remember me a* silently near you in every act and thought
of your* while here.
Your* by way <4 administering spirit*, devotedly,

Fatbdl
Chari*-* Edison would have you know that, as one in
silent guidance, be comes to you, giving you impressions of
many new thoughts and theories, that shall in time develop
much lor the world and mankind; more you shall hear from
this source again siri soon.
Your own Higher Heltyour soul companionship,
give to you a portrait of herself as she was in India one
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hundred years ago, just as she would appear in tier
as projected to earth, mid with it the symbol
shown.
Kindly, per guide*,
G,

J"

Circumstances connected with the brevity of my
Chicago ami other absorbing duties there, prevent**]
obtaining the portrait thus referred to, ami
also prevented my being able to describe the process urMi?
which that phenomenon is presented. Perhaps I ma* i
able to do this on some future occasion. Miss Bang^^L
informed me, I should say, that the phenomenon of
pendent type writing, as described by me in UKfy .
occurring in the dark, is now presented in sufficient JigL.
for it to be witnessed by the investigators present, but
the same reasons I had to postpone* my |jersonal verificatito the occasion of some future visit.

I_____________

‘Q,v?

CONCERNING REINCARNATION.
Gabriel Delanne in his works considers that reincarn*.
tion is a doctrine that can be logically proved. Tomymifd
his argument is mere a priori—that is to say, that it fita in
with the supposed necessities, that it gets rid of difficulties
and makes his’Spiritualist theory harmonious, equalwingtfe
intelligence of a Hottentot and a .Milton. In fact,bythk
theory, Milton may have been a Hottentot in a previa
reincarnation. But we all know that a prion argument*
cannot be termed logical proof, though they may help the
investigator in his search for it. We therefore require
something stronger in the way of proof than mere fijtrvrri
arguments. Monsieur Delanne’s further proof w the
testimony of certain lofty spirits who communicate! ths
theory as a fact to Allan Kardec, who publisher] it to the
world in his ‘ Livre des Esprits.’ Notwithstanding this high
authority, I take leave to remind him that these revelations
cannot be relied on, because they have been contradicted by
many other spirits whom we have had reason to believe
to be equally as advanced in the hierarchy of the spirit world
as Kardec’s controls, and I would further remind hirn that
he himself, in his excellent work entitled ‘ Le Phenomene Spirite,’ has furnished us with a warning again#
‘attaching too much importance to communications from
spirits, and believing blindly in all that they are plea*ed to
telL’ Unfortunately, he seems to have neglected his own
advice, and has accepted blindly e^ery word that Allan
Kardec’s spirits have taught. He goes on to say: ‘The
religious ideas which still form the foundation of our mind
voluntarily endow these beings with powers superior to
humanity, and we think that they ought to surpass m
greatly in science and morality, and that nothing of the
unknown can be hidden from them. The reality is far from
resembling this ideal. The spirit world is j ust the same asow
own. . . . Spirits are only men who have lived on this
earth. Death has brought no change to them except different
physiological conditions? We may, therefore, receive the
communications made to Allan Kardec with the proverbial
grain of salt.
Even the highest spirits do not know every
thing ; that is the attribute of Deity alone, and it is only
reasonable to conceive that this very question of reincarna
tion may be discussed pro and con among the dwellers in
spirit-land. As your correspondent ‘ X. 0.,’ in your issue ai
September 17th, says well, 4 Reincarnation is not the only
working hy^Kithesis by a good many?
But as M. Delanne gives us his a irrvjri arguments, ar<there none such antagonistic to the reincarnation theory
Let me advance one or two. J.t seems to me that this theory
conflicts with that other teaching (held notwithstanding by
reincamationiste;, that the man who dies brings with him
bis full individuality, with all his idiosyncrasies, all Ins
likings and dislikes, his virtues and (alas his vices. Xu*,
according to the reincarnation theory, he is the resultant "t.
perhaps twenty different individualities, all perfectly 'hsimilar. What a different individual must the Hutunu t
have been who evoluted into Milton ■ And what sort • f
individual is Milton now, if he has harl time for anoth'-r
incarnation t Has lie returned to earth / If so, h<- Im*
elected to become a 4 mute, inglorious Milton? ('ertainly *•
have not discovered him since his death ; but pm haph Ik* h ‘
fixed hfe present alxjde in Jupiter. This may lx* call'-*!
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fantastic, but the fact is, the whole theory is fantastic, and
one can only treat it m such. But again it conflicts with
the most precious hope that can cheer the death of the
Spiritualist, the conviction that when our last breath is
drawn on earth and we open our eyes in a new and strange
existence, they will fall on the well-known and much loved
forms of our dear ones who have preceded us, beaming love
and welcome to uh. How fatally mu«t this hope be mol i fieri
by thin theory of reincarnation ! What can family ties
import to beings who are the resultants of fifty previous
reincarnations, in which they have been members of
fifty different families! I discussed this theory with a
French Spiritualist (a Kardecist, of course) from this latter
point of view, and T said to him : * I have a much-loved son
in the spirit-world. Suppose when I meet him, and rush to
embrace him, he draws back and says, ** You forget that in
previous incarnations I was Julius Ctw and you were
Brutus. No, I haven’t forgiven c« joli coup de poignard !”'
My friend was a bit staggered, but he laughed it off, and
said, ‘ I hope that won’t happen ; but read Gabriel Delanne’s
books. He will convince you of the truth of this grand
doctrine.’ I did buy these books, and admirable books they
are, with this one exception. 1 suppose I must be pig
headed, for I am not yet a reincamationist.
J. C.

THE ONLY PATH TO HAPPINESS.
It needed no inspired poet to tell us that happiness is
‘our being’s end and aim ’; for, whether in the political,
religious, or social life, we all instinctively strive after what
ever may be our ideal of happiness. The by-paths to this
mysterious and celestial kingdom are almost as numerous as
the human souls passing thereon. But only one way leads
direct to the desired haven, and that is as wide as the
universe, if we could but see it. Yet so blind are our leaders
that they are for ever pointing to these by-paths, saying,
‘This is the way, walk ye in it.’
The philosopher sees no happiness in the drunkard’s
heaven ; the Ipver in the philosopher’s dream. The way to
this celestial city must, therefore, be as wide as humanity,
as varied as our many wants and needs, yet it can all be
concentrated and expressed in the one word ‘Love.’ The
ascetic, perceiving, as Hamlet did, that ‘ the world is out of
joint,’ preaches of Heaven as a place and state, only to be
attained to after death, and even then only by the few
chosen of God. The Socialist, like the religionist, equally
recognising the wreck mankind has made of this life for so
many of his fellow-creatures, strives to give happiness by
establishing a state of equality—so far, anyway, as the
material life is concerned. But none of these Socialistic
ideals will ever result in universal happiness if the one thing
needful be lacking—Love.
In many instances, it is not the mere fact that one is
richer than another that gives offence, but that a sort of
gilded superiority is flaunted before the eyes of the less
fortunate. Christ’s command to ‘ love one another’ is as
needful to be preached now as in His time, for there is no
other law under Heaven whereby man can be saved—
whether in this world or the next—than this same law of
Love.
Ruskin once remarked, after a visit to Warwick Castle,
that he thought it was much better for the Earl to possess
that stately edifice, and have all the trouble of keeping it
in order, and that he (Ruskin) should have the pleasure of
seeing it without the trouble of possession. And many a
poor soul, after a day’s excursion to one of the ‘stately
homes of England,’ has returned to the little haven of rest,
which he called by the sacred name of ‘home,’ with the
Ming that, after all, there was no place like it—the one
element of difference reigning in the humbler abode being

Love.
‘Though I give all my goods to the poor and have not
charity it profiteth me nothing.’ And if politicians gave
all the wealth of England in equal distribution to all, it
would profit nothing so far as real happiness is concerned
if it were not prompted by Love. The millennium would
l>e as far off as ever. It may possibly be needful to have a
nationalisation of land, and many other readjustments, ere
our daily prayer is answered, that God’s kingdom may

come ; but this and all else must come thnnigh Ixjvf, or it
will not lead u> universal happiness. The perfect equality
doctrine of some advocates for social liappine-s would result
in such frightful monotony that all loveliness would
de|jart out of life. Love arid wisdom combined ought to
be equal to the problem of the ‘submerged tenth.’
Earnest, indeed, have been the appeals from the spirit
side of life for more love in this world. Spiritual literature
is full of this subject. This is one of the truths which we
as Spiritualist* have to preach, and must preach if we
would live. ‘If thou Invent not thy brother whom
thou hast seen, how canst thou love Gori whom thou
hast not seen! ’ He is to thee Grid’s representative.
‘In so much as ye did it unto one of the least of these
my brethren ye did it unto me.’ If we live not lives of loving
service here how can we expect to appreciate the jovs of
Heaven, where all is service and love1 The more earnestly
we strive to make our little corner of the world here a
reflection of our idea of Heaven, the more likely are we to
attain Heaven here and hereafter. Many people have yet to
learn the nature of true happiness! The lord in hi-, castle,
surrounded by courtiers and flatterers, every whim gratified,
may yet be as far from real happiness as the poor beggar at
his gates.
The valiant knight of old, whose dearest hope was to have
a vision of the Holy Grail, after long seclusion in doisters
followed by service in the Crusades, returned home at last
disappointed and sorrowful, only to find that happiness lay
at his own door. No sooner did he cease to strive for it,
than, touched to the heart by the sorrows of those whom tl»e
war had left desolate, he gave orders that they be fel,
clothed, and wanned, when ‘ as the words passed his lips, a
light from Heaven fell upon him, and looking up, he saw at
last the longed-for vision of the Holy Grail '
This simple
act, prompted by Love, was crowned by the Divine blessing.
We too, if we would find true happiness, must do so as
disciples of the lowly Jesus, Who ‘ went about doing good.’
W. Ilfracombe.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
The EdiU/r is not responsible for opinions ervressed by correspondentsand sometimes publishes what he doesnotagree with
for the purpose of presenting views that may elicit discussion.
1 Ghosts up to Date?

Sir,—I propose, under the above title, to give an
introduction of Spiritualism to the Rothesay public, towards
the end of October.
I shall be glad to get the loan of anything suitable which
will lend itself to lantern illustration, such as photos of
materialised forms, haunted houses, spirit photos, and of
observed phenomena, Arc., which might be of service for a
normal lecture.
Every care will be taken of specimens and what not, and
postage expenses defrayed.
The lecture will be given under the auspices of the
Rothesay Literary Association, and therefore I wish it to be
as matter-of-fact as possible.
‘Glenbeg,’ Rothesay, N.B.__________ James Coates.
The Future Life of Animals.

Sir,—I am very much interested in the controversy
respecting the future life of animals. Like your corre
spondent, ‘A Lover of Animals,’ I should not care for Heaven
without them. The great seer, Andrew Jackson Davis,
seems to me to contradict himself on this matter. He says
in effect (if I remember rightly) that there is a spiritual
counterpart to everything in this world. He mentions
flowers and birds as being in the summerland, yet denies
the presence of animats there. V\ hy should they be the only
absent link in the chain f I think that it is only just that
the poor creatures should have some compensation for the
miseries they have to endure here. A ‘ Lover of Animals
may be interested to know that I have had a little dog twice
described to me, once by a medium who could not |x>s.sibly
have known anything about it. They say that it site in my
lap, and that my white cat refuses to l>e nursed, because she
sees it. ( 'ertainly my cats have had every sign of a dog's
presence on them (puffed-out tails, Jrc.),when there has been
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no visible dog in the vicinity. Unfortunately, I am not in
a position to give much money to help the cause of tho
animalB, but I have a money-box, and any odd coppers I can
spare I put in that box. I clear it out once a year and send
it to the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals or
some similar fund. If any other of your readers would try
this plan, I can assure them that the coppers, though not
missed, make a tidy sum in a year.
‘ Mavis.

Sir,—A friend recently asked me if I believed in a
future life for animals. I replied at once that 1 did, and
shortly afterwards we obtained the following, automatically.
My friend was much pleased with it, and perhaps it may
also interest some of your readers
The life of both man and animals i*onies from God. and
being therefore God-breathed, is inextinguishable. Man,
the highest form of life, ami the possessor of talents more
potent than any other form in Goa's creation, is in the pos
session of one moving spirit only, and in this respect all
living forms of life are the same. ‘ There are diversities of
gifts, but the same spirit that worketh all in all.’ The
spirits of animals and their existence in a future state,
is now the question. The ethereal spiritual world is
difficult to bring into the realm of the natural, but
its existence can be brought into the imagination of man,
who has the power of intellect and reflection relegated to
him in a wonderful manner. To pass from solid to ethereal
form can be imagined as being the condition of all who
have lived, but the varieties of states that these conditions
entail is difficult to bring to man’s perfect realisation. The
realm of the infinite is difficult to bring into the finite. The
God-breathed spirit existing in man and animals in ethereal
space is only to be perfectly comprehended by those who
have entered that condition ; but that every living form has
a future existence in ethereal space is a truth that may be a
little incomprehensible, and be often disputed, but it is a
fact, however irreconcilable with man’s finite ideas of God’s
creation.
______________________
A.M.W.

Ouija Boards.
Sir,—I understand that there has recently been a con
siderable demand for the Ouija boards, as advertised in your
columns and that some curious and interesting results have
been obtained. It is of great importance that every scrap of
evidence in support of the existence of ‘ a force exerciseci by
intelligence differing from the ordinary intelligence common
to mortals’—to quote the words of Sir William Crookes in
his recent address to the British Association—should be
carefully recorded and preserved.
May I, therefore, appeal to those of your readers who
may have obtained any ‘messages’ or ‘communications’
which appear to manifest an independent intelligence, to
send a report of them to yourself; or, any records of such
would be gratefully received by me at the address below !
In the latter case no public use would be made of them
without permission being granted. The accumulation of
facts and evidence is the essential basis on which progress
in knowledge can be made.
Edward T. Bennett
(Assistant Secretary of the Society for Psychical
Research).
19, Buckingham-street, Adelphi, London, W.C.
‘Time and Space.*
Sir,—Perhaps ‘ Sc riba’ would not find the philosophy in
the quotations from Schopenhauer and the writer of ‘ Notes
by the Way’ quite so distasteful to his feelings if they are
viewed from a less erroneous standpoint than is the one of
our common natures.
Suppose the quotations to mean this—that Peace, Rest,
and Happiness dwell only in a region or plane of existence,
another world in short, to which the words answering to
where and when could not apply—no earthly where* and
when* coming into the case at all, but where* and when* on
another plane, altogether beyond our present mortal ken
—where* and when* to aspire to in the future, not to realise
here.
It is quite true that existence without persistent
consciousness, or rather self-consciousness, would be prac
tically a non-existence.
Supjxme, however, that this
‘ blank non - existence ’ means merely concerning this
world. When ‘ souls are raised to a higher conscious
ness, and become alive and functioning in more exalted
spheres, certainly there must be a reality of a far

more real and substantial kind than are any small
earth realities to us now. However, it is tho
that each piano has its special rwiZiYtes—its special Uhk
ditions equivalent to time and space, and it is folly
attempt to transpose them
Yet, speaking philosophic]!*
and metaphysically, we may truly say that here there ■
no reality, likewise there there is no reality, because q
realities of these two planes are incapable of ex«.
transposition.
Let ‘Scriba’ be reassured; the ‘ realities ’ of this planeu
life, we are told by many (to me) true voices, are the men.
shadows and poor reflections of tho glorious ‘ realitiwi'jj.
the future we all aspire to reach, if haply we can.
Isabel de Steiger, F.T.S.

Supernatural Appearances in English Churches.
Sir,—I should be very grateful if any of your reader,
could give me an account of any supernatural appearance
in English churches during the last three hundred yeart
Before this there were plenty. I am most anxious to collect
evidence on the subject. For instance, can anyone give an
account of a religious procession seen not long ago jn
Salisbury Cathedral? 1 saw one in ‘Light’ at the time,
but have forgotten in what year.
An interesting correspondence is going on in the ‘ Church.
Review ’ oil this subject.
17, Hill-street, Ryde, Isle of Wight.
J. S. Hyde.
To Spiritualists in Brighton.
Sir,—I have for about the last six months taken a keen
interest in the subject of Spiritualism, through the medium
of ‘Light’ and kindred literature, but unfortunately my
acquaintance with the subject is entirely theoretical instead
of practical, as I would desire. Not having the pleasure of
knowing any Spiritualists in Brighton, and being unable to
form a circle at home, I thought there might be some of
your readers living in the town who, for the sake of the
cause, would welcome a stranger to their meetings for the
purpose of genuine and earnest inquiry. If so, I shall be
glad to hear from them.
.
J. B.
17, Hamilton-road, Brighton.
The O.P.S. Sick, Benefit and Pension Funds.
Sir,—I beg to ask your kind insertion of my monthly
report of contributions received on account of the above
funds. I most earnestly appeal to all Spiritualists to give
this most important matter their very generous support, as
during the summer months contributions do not flow in as
fast as desired. The treasurer states that money is urgently
needed, that we may keep up the pensions being paid to
Mr. William Wallace, the Rev. U. Ware, Mr. Barnes and
Mrs. Key worth, to say nothing of the occasional grants we
are called upon to make to those in immediate need. I
appeal to the sympathies of all alike, and am confident I
shall not do so in vain. Thanking those who have so
kindly sent, and trusting to be able to report an even
longer list next month, I am, faithfully yours,
J. J. Morse, Hon. Sec., pro tan.
Amounts received :—S.E., Whitley, 2s.; F. Trueman.
Ventnor, Isle of Wight, 5s. ; collected at Masonic Hall,
Birmingham (Spiritual Union), by Mr. J. J. Morse, at
Sunday evening meeting, 16s. 7d ; Mr. Lacy, annual
subscription, 5s. ; Mr. Arthur Holden, quarterly sub
scription, 5s. ; C. A. Maitland, Esq., J.P., 10s.; total,
£2 3s. 7d.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Wallis.—Mr. and Mrs. Wallis, who,
as our readers know, are on a visit to the United States
seem to have got into active work, and their labours arc
well appreciated everywhere. The ‘ Banner of Light
quotes tne following from the ‘Toronto Spiritual Messenger’: ‘On Sunday evening last, at Richmond Hall, Mr.
E. W. Wallis, editor of ‘The Two Worlds,’ of Manchester,
England, lectured on Spiritualism to an audience that left
no vacant chairs. He is a most unassuming, gentleman, and
one of the most eloquent speakers we hare ever heard, lie
was accompanied by Mrs. Wallis, who gave clairvoyant
descriptions. During their stay in the city, Mr. and Mi<
Wallis are the guests of Mrs. Firth, of Lippincottstiwt
Mr. 8. 8. Ohiswell, prominent in Lyceum work in England,
is a delegate to the Supreme Court of the 1,0.1'’, now in
session in the city,’
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SOCIETY WORK.
Croydon Psychological Society.—Ata general meeting
tho members of this society, it won resolved to hold special
monthly public meetings in Dennett Hall, the first of which
will take place on Friday next, at 8 p.m., when Mr. Alfred
Peters will attend.—E. W. Tye, Hon. Sec.
East London Spiritualists’ Association (Stratford
Centre), Workmen’s Hall, West Ham-lane, E.-On Sun
day last Mr. King gave an able address on ‘ Death and
Afterwards,’ which was much appreciated.
Mrs. Ward
favoured us with a charming solo, ‘The Lost Chord.’ Next
Sunday, Mr. Whyte (‘Evangel ’). Thursday, at 7 p.m., social
meeting.—J. J. P.
Cavendish Rooms, 51, Mortimer-htreet,W.—On Sunday
evening last Mr. Peters gave thirty-one clairvoyant de
scriptions, twenty-one of which were recognised, and the
crowded audience testified to their warm approval of Mr.
Peters’ services, also evincing much interest in the pertinent
remarks of the speaker. Next Sunday evening, at 7 o’clock,
one or two of the workers of the Marylebone Association
will occupy the Cavendish Rooms platform.— L.ll.
South London Spiritualists’ Mission, Surrey Masonic
Hall, Camberwell New-road, S.E.—On Sunday morning
last the circle was crowded, and proved a very harmonious
and uplifting meeting. The evening address, ‘The Soul of
Man,’ attracted a large audience, comprising many strangers.
No less than eighty members attended the after circle. Next
Sundav, at 11 .% •
- Mie circle; at 6.30 p.m., ‘ The Spiritual
>
al party will be held on Monday,
. Hckets, Gd. each ; tie, ry^cTceeds
v di-'.to Wie library fund.—W. E. Long.
London Spiritualist Conference.—We shall hold our
next conference at 2, Ford’s Park-road, Canning Town, E.,
on Sunday next, October 2nd, 1898. An open-air meeting
will be held at the corner of Beckton-road, Canning Town,
in the morning at 11. Earnest speakers of our cause will
address the meeting. The conference will commence at 3 p.m.,
when Mr..Brooks, of Hackney, will introduce the subject:
‘Spiritualism and its Relation to Communism.’ After the
conference, tea will be provided at 6d. per head. The plat
form at 2, Ford’s Park-road, Canning Town, will be occupied
by mediums and speakers of the conference, and it is to be
hoped that there will be a crowded house.—-M. Clegg, Sec.
Hackney Society of Spiritualists, Manor Rooms,
Kenmure-road, Mare-street, N.E.—On Sunday evening
last our platform was occupied by three of our members.
Mr. Neander (president) gave an able address on ‘The Use
of Spiritualism in General.’ Mr. Harris, our late vice-presi
dent, gave his valuable experiences in different phases of
phenomena in Spiritualism. Another member also gave his
experiences in thought reading and transference, automatic
writing, clairaudience, &c. Next Sunday, at 6.45 p.m., Mr.
J. J. Vango will give clairvoyance; at 11 a.m., open-air
meeting in Victoria Park.—H. Brooks, Hon. Sec.
Henley Hall, Henley-street, Battersea Park-road.
—On Sunday last we had a beautiful and impressive address
from Mr. Whyte (‘Evangel’), a short address from Mr. Adams,
and very good clairvoyant descriptions from Mr. J. A. White,
all of which were ultimately recognised. A song, ‘The Old
Cathedral,’ was ably rendered by Mrs. Fisher. The chair
was occupied by Miss Pierpoint. The meeting was followed
by a public circle, which was attended by a large number of
friencis and investigators. In Battersea Park the meeting
was conducted by Mr. Adams, who successfully carried on
the work. Next Sunday, at 7 p.m., meeting ; Thursday, at
8 p.m., developing class ; Saturday, at 8 p.m., friends’ social
meeting.—H.P.
Stoke Newington Spiritual Society, Blanche Hall,
99, Wiesbaden-road, Stoke Newington-road, N.—On
Sunday last Mr. Sherwood’s second address on ‘Animal
Magnetism ’ was listened to by a large audience with close
attention. The value of the same was enhanced by the
demonstration Mr. Sherwood gave by placing two ladies in
the mesmeric state, whereby the clairvoyant vision was
induced, and the scene was witnessed by two or three
normal clairvoyants amongst the audience. We have to
thank our lecturer for his good services, and look forward
to his next visit of the 9th prox. On Sunday next Mr.
Alfred Peters will give clairvoyance, when we hope to
see a large audience to meet this gifted medium.—A.
Clegg, Hon. Sec.
______
______________
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do visible dog in the vicinity. I’nfortunately, I am not in
a position to give much money to help the cau.** of the
animal*. but I have a money-box, and any odd coppers I can
spare I put in tlut box. I clear it out once a year and send
it to the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals or
some similar fun4! If any other of your readers would try
this plan. I can assure them that the coppers, though not
missed.
a tidy sum in a year
‘ .Mavis.

Sri.—A friend recently asked me if I believed in a
future life for animals. I replied at once that I did, and
shortly afterward* we obtained the following, automatically.
My friend was much pleased with it. And pertup* it may
also interest *»me of your r»*ler> : The life of both man and animals comes from < »sd. and
being therefore God-breathed, u inextinguishable. Man.
the highest form of life, and the posses*ar of talents more
potent than any other f»>rm in God's creation, is in the psseasaon of one moving spirit only, and in this respect all
living forms of life are the same. * There are diversities of
gifts, but the same spirit that worketh all in all.’ The
spirits of animals and their existence in a future state,
is now the question.
The ethereal *piritual «<ld is
difficult to bring into the realm of the natural, but
its existence can be brought into the imagination of man.
who has the power of intellect and reflection relegates! to
him in a wonderful manner To pass from solid to ethereal
form can be imagined as being the condition of all who
have lived, but the varieties of states that these conditions
entail is difficult to bring to man s perfect realisation. Ticrealm of the infinite in difficult to bring into the finite. The
God-breathed spirit existing in man and animals in ethereal
space is only to be perfectly comprehended by those who
have entered that condition : but that every living form has
a future existence in ethereal space is a truth that mav be a
little incomprehensible, and be often disputed, but it is a
fart, however irreconcilable with man s finite ideas of God's
creation.
_______________________
AM.W.

Ouija Boards.
Sir,—I understand that there has recently been a con
siderable demand for the Ouija board*, as advertiser! in your
column*. and that some curious and interesting results have
been obtained. It is of great importance that every scrap of
evidence in support of the existence of 'a force exercised by
intelligence differing from the ordinary intelligence common
to mortals'—to quote the words of Sir William Crookes in
his recent address to the British Association—should be
carefully recorded and preserved.
May L therefore, appeal to those of your readers who
may have obtained any ‘ messages ’ or ‘ communications'
which appear to manifest an independent intelligence, to
send a report of them to yourself; or. any record* of such
would be gratefully received by me at- the address below J
In the latter case no publie use would be made of them
without perewMOB being granted. The accumulation of
fact* and evidence is the essential basis on which progress
in knowledge can be made.
Edward T. Bex.vett
(Assistant Secretary of the Society for Psychical
Research >.
1% Buckingham-Street, Adelphi, London, W.C.

•T»me and Space.*
Sir,—Perhaps * Scriba would not find the philosophy in
the quotation* from Sehopenhaaer and the writer of ‘ Notes
by the Way quite as distasteful to his feelings if they are
viewed from a less erroneous standpoint than is the one of
our common natures.
Suppose the quotation* to mean this—that Peace. Best,
and Happiness dwell only in a region or plane of existence,
another world in short, to which the words answering to
and wAew could not apply—no earthly m&eres and
w4zjw coming into the case at all,
vkrrea and i?A?ha
another plane, altogether beyond <*ar present mortal ken
— wkerre and
to aspire to in the future, not to realise
here.
It is quite true that existsure without persistent
ounscwnsDeas, er rather setf-conscMjaMMas, would be praetically a non-ex^tene**.
rmpfxjne, liowever, that this
* blank non - existence ’ means merely c-onceming
wyrl'i.
‘feMds’ are nused to a higher cunscfoasnew, and become alive and functioning in more exalted
sphere*, certainly there must be a reality of a far
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more real and xuWtn/Z/t/ kind than are any small
■
earth realities to us now. However, it is the law of Xm>J
that each plane has its special refililten - ita py.iaj f'
ditions e<|uivalent to time and space, anrl it is foHy /
attempt to transpose them
Yet, »(jeaking DhikwjpM-j
and metaphysically, we may truly nay that
tl^
no reality, likewise tk^rt there is no reality, breaa«e >l
realities of these two planes are incapable of
transposition.
Let ‘Scriba ’ be reaasured; the ‘ nalities of th»
life, we are told by many (to me) true voices, are tis>
sharlow* and poor reflections of the glorious 1 reality*
the future we all aspire to reach, if haply we can,
Isabel de Steiger, F.TA
Supernatural Appearances in English Churche1..

Sir,—I should be very grateful if any of yoor reader
could give me an account of any supernatural appearance,
in English churches during the last three hunrlred y*ar>
Before this there were plenty. I am mo*»t anxious to tolki
e^ddence on the subject. For instance, can anyone gi^e
account of a religious procession seen not long ago
Salisbury Cathedral I I saw one in * Light : at the ti«>
but have forgotten in what year.
An interesting correspondence is going on in the ‘Cliv-’
Review ’ on this subject.
17, Hill-street, Ryde, Isle of Wight.
J. 8. Htic

To Spiritualists in Brighton.

Sir,—I have for about the last six months taken a
interest in the subject of .Spiritualism, through the medisa
of ‘Light’ and kindred literature, but unfortunately a»y
acquaintance with the subject is entirely theoretical imuwi
of practical, as I would desire. Not ha'. ing the pleasure c:
knowing any Spiritualists in Brighton, and being unable v>
form a circle at home, I thought there might be
your readers living in the town who. tor the sake of tie
cause, would welcome a stranger to their meetings for the
purpose of genuine and earnest inquiry. If so, I shall >
glad to hear from them.
-J. E.
17. Hamilton-road, Brighton.
The O.P S. Sick, Benefit and Pens on Funds.

Ser,—I beg to ask your kind insertion of ray moatEr
report of contributions received on account of the above
funds. I most earnestly appeal to all Spiritualists to gi-this most important matter their very generous support i*
during the summer months contributions do not do* in v
fast as desired. The treasurer states that money is urgecty
needed, that we may keep up the pensions being paid
Mr. William Wallace, the Rev. C. Ware. Mr. Barnes wd
Mrs. Keyworth, to say nothing of the <x.-ca.sional grant- ve
are called upon to make to those in immediate nrei i
appeal to the sympathies of all alike, and am confident.’
shall not do so in vain. Thanking those who have *
kindly sent, and trusting to be able to report an em
longer list next month, I am, faithfully vours.
J. J. Morse, Hon. Sec.. /*n-, g»»
Amounts received:—S.E., Whitley, 2s. : F. TruetBAR.
Ventnor, Isle of ’Wight, 5s.; collected at Masonic HtiL
Birmingham (Spiritual Union), by Mr. J. J. Mutk. h
Sunday evening meeting, 16a 7d ; Mr. Lacy, aanax
subseriptioa, 5s. ; Mr. Arthur Holden, quarterly f-t•eription, 3a> ; C. A Maitland, E*p, J.P., IC*®. : ux!£2 3s. 7d.

Mr, and Mrs. K. W, Wallis.—Mr. and Mre. Wal’i* >:
aa our readers know, are on a visit to the I'nited >ute*.
seem to have got into active work, and their lai»’ur» v*
well appreciated everywhere. The ' Banner of I..r.’
quotes the following from the ‘Toronto Spiritual
ger': 'On Sunday evening last, at Richmond HalL Mr
E. Wr. Wallia, editor of ’The Two Worlds, of MaD' h—*-’
England, lectured on Spiritualism to an audience that
no vacant chairs. He is a moat unassuming, genth-man.»'
one of the moat efoqoent speakers we hat e ever heari. Hwas accompanied Ijy Mrs. Wallis, who gave Gain yr
descriptions. During their stay irj the city, Mr. and .VWdlis are the guests of Mrs. Firth, of Lippinu.n
Mr. K S. Cliiswen, prominent in Lyceum work in Eng.’v.
is a delegate to the Supreme Court of the LO F. no» '
session in the city.'
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™,nthly public meeting* in Jh-nnett Hal), the ftmt.rf
.-ill take pl«* cm Enrfar next, at h p.m„ .hen Mr
Peter* *'i‘1 attend.—E. W. Tre, Hon. Hee.
-'orM
Loxdox Spibitualuitw’ Ajmoctatiox (Sr».

Ready.

Reprint of the Memorial Edition.

CixtbiX Wobkmex’s Hall, West Ham lamb,

day |a»t Mr. King gave an able addrewi <m ‘I>aS>Ul1
afterwards, which wax much appreciated.
favoured us with a charming solo, ‘The Is*t <*hord.’
1
Sunday. Mr. Wbyte C Evangel ). Thursday, at 7 r>m
-*t
meeting.—J-J-P.
**ia|
Uavkxdmh Room*, 51, Mobtixeb-mtbeet, W.-f>n u
evening ta*t Mr. Peters gave thirty-one ctairvoy*??^/
Kription*. twenty-one of which were recognised, and
crowded audience testified to their warm approval^
Peter- service*, also evincing much interest in the r>- ■
remarks of the speaker. Next Sunday evening* at t!/1?
one or two of the workers of the Maryjebone AweXu!'*k
will occupy the Cavendish Room*platform. -L.H.

Through the Mediumship of William
Stainton Moses W.A., Oxon.),
.1

Ay

ot

Pf!/U i ft

Writ

WITH A BIOGRAPHY BY
And Two Futl-pe

South Loxdox Spiritualimtm’ Mimhox, Surrey _\j
Hall, Camberwell New-road, S.E.—On Sunday

last the circle was crowded, and proved a * cry
and uplifting meeting. The evening atkirem, ‘The C*
So 1]00*
Man,* attracted a targe audience, comprising many «trarT
No less than eighty member-* attended the after circle
Sunday at II a
*hlic circle; at
p.m_, ‘ The Sra«2 ex[
W*R be held on
al'*’ ;
‘icketa, fid. each : tie r^,~’
•■j*--- bu Uie library fund.—W, E. Lox*,
*
LOXDOX SpIBITU ALI-fT CONFERENCE.—We -hall
next conference at 2, Ford’s Park-road, Canning Town ?r
on Sunday next October 2nd, 1898. An open-air miwill be held at the corner of Beckton-road, Canning y'
in the morning at 11. Earnest speakers of our
iddrew the meeting. The conference w ill commence at 3 r W1
when Mr. Brooka of Hackney, will introduce the -nbiot"
‘Spiritualism and its Relation to Communism. Afterth*
conference, tea will be provided at fid. per head T}^ r»
form at 2, Ford's Park-road, Canning Town, will be ocy^V-Lj
by mediums and speakers of the conference, and it U uh
hoped that there will be a crowded hon^e.—M. Cle/^,
Hackxey Society of Sheituali-t*, Maxor }^x w
Kbxmure-road, MARE rfTREET. N.E.—On Sunday eveni ’

tat our platform vaa occupied by three of our member^
Mr. Neander (president) gave an able a*idr*--i on ’Tb^
of Spiritualism in General-* Mr. Harris, our tale "^proC.
dent, gave his valuable experiences in different
(»
pben<Muena in Spiritualism. Another rneml^r ilvj ga\I bi
experiences in thought reading and transference, auton^:^.
writing, ctairaudience, Ac. Next Sunday, at 6.45 p.nu Mr
J. J. Vango will give ctairv oyance; at 11 xm, open-air
meeting in Victoria Park.—H. Brooks, Hon. Sec.
Hexley Hall. Hexley-*treet. Batterxea Park-vjad

—On Sunday last we had a beautiful and impre«-iveaddrr-J.
from Mr. Whyte (‘Evangel a a short addrem from Mr. AdaaM
and very good clairvoyant descriptions from Mr. J. A.
all of which were ultimately recognised. A song. ‘The Okj
Cathedral,' was ably rendered by Mrs. Fisher. The chair
was occupied by Mi« Pierpoint. The meeting was followed
by a public circle, which was attended by a targe number of
friends and investigators. In Battersea Park the meeting
was conducted by .Mr. Adams, who successfully carried
the work. Next Sunday, at 7 r».m.. meeting ; piursday. at
* pm., developing class ; Saturday, at M pnu, fneods' social
meeting.—H.r.
Stoke Newixotox Spiritual Socdsty, Blaxche Hau

99. WinBADKX-ROAD, Stoke Nkwtxgtox-boap N—On
Sunday last Mr. Sherwoods second address >m ‘Aninas}
Magnetism ’ was listened to by a targe audience with ckne
attention. The value of the same was enhancerl by the
demonstration Mr. Sherwo<x] gave by placing two taJie^ in
the meameric state, whereby the clairvoyant ririon was
induced, awl the scene was witneuied by two or three
norma] clairvoyants amongst the audience. We have to
thank our lecturer for his good itni’rs And look forward
to his next visit of the 9th prox. On Sunday next Mr.
Alfred Peters will give clairvoyance, wlien we tap io
see a targe awlience to meet this gifted medium. — A.
Cueoc. Hon. Sec.
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An Easy and Comprehensive

‘ fleers of tho Ages.’ Ancient, Mediaeval, and

71 Treatise on the Influence of the Heavenly Bodies and tho
Methods of Casting Horoscope*. Compiled and Arranged from the
Works of the Masters of tho Middle Ages and William Lilly, with
the Corrections and Emendations of Their Disciples, Bringing tho Science
of Divination to Date. By Ellen H. Bennett, Royal crown 8vo.,
880pp., cloth. 1’2*. 10d„ poet fr*a.

kJ Modern Spiritualism. By J. M. Phriilrh. Tracing the pi, '
menu of Spiritual ism through India, Egypt, PhiDnicia, Syria pp’0,
Greece, Rome, down to Christ’s time. 87flpp., As. 4d., post free ’

‘ A strology.’

After Her Death.’ Tho Story of a Sumnior
Human Magnetism ;’ or, How to Hypnotise,
By Lilian Whiting. Cloth, 0s. (id., post free.

" Pea' tlhost Stories.’ A Revised Reprint of
All the Christmas and New Year Number* of tho ‘Review of
Reviews,’ 1891-92. With new Introduction. By W. T. Stead. Crown
Hvo., doth, bs. 3d.. po*t free.

A Practical Handbook for Students of Mesmerism. By ProfesHor
James Coates. With ten plates, showing induction of phenomena
experimental and curative. Cloth, os. 4d., post free.

‘Tetters from Julia; or, Light from the
JU Borderland.’ A Series of Messages as to tho Life Beyond tho
Grave, Received by Automatic Writing from One who has Gone Before.
With a Preface by W. T. STEAD. 2« 2d , post free.

(

1 1 discourses through the Mediumship of Mrs,
JLz Cora L. V. Tappan.’ Comprising Fifty-four Discourses, Sixtyfour Poems, and Twelve Extracts descriptive of Facts concerning tho
Spirit-World and Communion between it and the Earth-Plane. Olotli
gut. with Portrait cf Author, 720pp.. 7s 6d., post free._

‘LTafed.,Prince of Persia’; His.1'

* The Philosophy of Mesmerism and Electrical

‘ The Elements of Hypnotism : the Induction,

‘TTermes, a Disciple of Jesus:’ Ilis Life and

1 Phenomena, and Physiology of Hypnosis, Ils Dangers and Value.’
By R. Harry Vincent. Second edition, revised .and enlarged. Crown
8 vo, 270pp. Cloth, 6a. ‘A simple account of the nature and effects
of Hypnotism, to show how the state is produced, and what it Is.’ With
seventeen Illustrations showing Experiments.

AA Missionary Work, together with Incidents in the Life of Jesus.
Sequel to‘Hafed? 450pp. 4s.

‘ 11 agic, White and Black: or, the Science of
1YA Finite and Infinite Life, containing Practical Hints for Student
of Occultism? By Franz Hartmann, M.D. Olotli. 6s. 4d.

‘ A Catechism of Palmistry.’ The Sciences of
7*. Chirognomy and Chiromancy Explained in the form of over 600
Questions and Answers. By Ida Ellis. Illustrated by ten plates. The
teachings of the well-known Blackpool Palmist. Cloth, 2a. 9a., poet free

‘ A nimal Magnetism.’ By Alfred Binet and
ZjL Charles Fere (Assistant Physician to the Salpetribre),
Contents: Animal Magnetism in its beginning!-History of Animal
Magnetism—Modes of Producing Hypnosis—Symptoms of Hypnosis—
The Hypnotic States—-Imperfect Forms of Hypnosis—General Study ot
Suggestion—Hallucinations—Suggestions of Movements and of Acts—
Paralysis by Suggestions: Ansestnesia—The Application of Hypnotism
to Therapeutics and Education—Hypnotism and Responsibility. 8vo,
878 pp. Cloth, illustrated, 5s. 4d.

‘The Book of Dreams and Ghosts.'
JL

Andrew Lang. Cloth, 6*.
Newman Smyth. Cloth, 5s., post free.

J
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The Tarot’: Its Occult Signification, Use in

Fortune-telling and Method of Play. By S. L. Macgrbgor
Mathers. With Pack of 78 Tarot Cards, os. 4d , post free.

‘ debatable Land between this World and the

‘ Dsycho - Therapeutics; or, Treatment by

Az Next? With illustrative narrations. By Robert Dale Owen,
Second Edition. Crown 8vo 7s. 6d.

A

Hypnotism and Suggestion.’ By C. Lloyd Tuckey, M.D.
Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged, 820pp. Cloth. 6s. Id., post free.

‘ psychic Philosophy as the Foundation of a

‘ Ars Vivendi; or, The Secret of Acquiring

JL
Religion of Natural Law.’ By V. O. Dbsertis, with Introductory
Note by Alfred Rusbel Wallace, D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S. 8vo, 342pp.
6s. 4d., post free.

2jL Mental and Bodily Vigour.’ By Arthur Lovell. Contents:
Bodily Health. Mental Vigour, Power of Will and How to Cultivate,
Imagination, its Use and Abuse, Concentration, its Secret Strength,
Manners, Ac. Cloth, 2s. 3d. post free.

‘Volo; or, the Will.’
V

‘ pheiro’s Language of the Hand.’

What it is, How to

All ism.’
By Sir William Crookes, F.R.S.
Illustrated. 5a. Bd.

Handsome cloth

A com-

\J plete practical work on the Sciences of Cheiroguomy and Olieiromancy, containing the System, Rules, and Experience of Cheiro, the
celebrated Palmist. With Portrait, frontispiece, fifty-five full-pagc
illustrations, and over two hundred engravings of Lines, Mounts, and
Marks. Reproductions of famous hands, &c. Containing illustrations of
the wonderful scientific invention, the apparatus for ‘Thought Photo
graphy and Register of Cerebral Force.’ New edition, crown 4to, cloth,
11s., post free.

Strengthen, and How to Use It. By Arthur Lovell. Cloth,
3s. 9d, post free.

‘ D esearches in the Phenomena of Spiritual-

■'"ice in

AA hin sG* Life and Spirit-Life, being Siiirit Communications received
th^gh Mr. David Duguid, the Glasgow Trance-Painting Medium. With
an Appendix containing communications from the Spirit Artists, Raiidal
and Steen. 692pp. 4s.

JL Psychology? By John Bovrr Doda The Secret Revealed by
which all may know how to Experiment without an Instructor. Cloth,
8s. 9d., post free.

‘The Place of Death in Evolution.’

stal Gazing and the Wonders of Clair-

oyanoe? Embracing Practical Instructions in the Art, History
and Philosophy of this ancient Science. Illustrated with diagrams. By
John Melville. To which is appended an abridgment of Jacob Dixon's
‘ Hygienic Clairvovanoe,’ with various extracts ami original notes. Crown
8vo, 5s. 8d., post free.

I

‘ The Law of Psychic Phenomena.’ A working

‘The Growth of the Soul.’

A hypothesis for the systematic study of Hypnotism, Spiritualism,
and Mental Therapeutics. By Thomson Jay Hudson. Gs.4d., post free.

A Sequel to

JL ‘Esoteric Buddhism.’ By A. P. Sinnett, Vice-President of tho
Theosophical Society. 454pp., cloth, 5s. 4d., post free.

‘ The Spirits’ Book.’ Containing the Principles
A of Spiritist Doctrine according to the Teachings of Spirits of High
Degree. Transmitted through various mediums. Collected and set in
order by Allan Kardeo Translated • from the 120th Thousand by
Anna Blackwell. New edition, cloth, 5s. 4d , post free.

‘ Miracles and Modem Spiritualism.’ Three
JjL Essays by Alfred Russel Wallace, D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S
New Revised and Enlarged Edition, with Chapters on Phantasms and
Apparitions. Crown 8vo. 296pp., cloth, 5s. 4d., post free.

‘ The Book of Black Magic and of Pacts.’ By

‘Ipootfalls

* Arthur Edward Waite. I. An analytical and critical account
of the chief magical rituals extant. II. A comparative digest of all
printed Gri moires which have been current under the generic name of
Black Magic, with additional material derived from important Goetic
souices. Quarto, Illustrated with about 200 Engravings. £2 2a., post
free.

on

the Boundary of Another

Jl World? With narrative illustrations. By Robert Dale Owen,
Post 8vo, 7s. 6d.

‘Spiritualism.’ By Judge Edmonds and Dr.
kJ G. T. Dexter. A new edition, with alterations, of a famous

‘phristo-Theosophy; or, Spiritual Dynamics

American work, 2 vols.,8vo.

With portraits.

11s., pott free.

xz and the Divino and Miraculous Man/ By George Wyld, M.D..
Edin.—‘ Dr. Wyld is probably the profoundest Christian Theosophist of
the age.’—-‘The Platonist’ (St. Louis). Second edition. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, red edges, with Portrait. Price 3a. 9d., post free.

‘ The Gift of the Spirit.’ Essays by Pueniice
JL Mulford. Essays on Mysticism and Theosophy. Crown Kvo,
8*. 101., po*t fret.____________________

‘ Qhadow Land; or, Light from the Other

‘ TAealings with tho Dead.’

kJ Bide1 By Mkh. E. D’Esi’kiiam'I. The true story of the develop
ment of marvellous psychical gifts in an English lady. With 28 plates.
Cloth, tie. 4d., post free.

Translated by

Mrs. A. E. Whitsuiad. Preface by Ari nun Lillie. A very
curious book. A collection of ghost stories gleaned at first band by
Monb. A. lb Braz, Crown 8vo. 8s. 10d., poet free.
JLz
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